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CONCURRENT SALE OF ALCOHOL AND GASOLINE
State Capitol Building
April 10, 1986

CHAIRWOMAN JEAN DUFFY:

Welcome to our first committee

meeting of the Select Committee on Alcohol and Related Problems.
For those of you in the audience that are not familiar with what
a select committee does and does not do, let me just briefly

•

explain that we are basically a study committee to look at a
given issue.

In this case, alcohol and related problems.

We are

not a committee where we will be voting on any piece of
legislation.

Although the subject matter today, the concurrent

sale of alcohol and gasoline, has yielded several bills which are
in front of the legislature at the present time, we will not be
talking about any of those bills specifically and more
specifically, we will not, as I said, be voting on any piece of
legislation.
on the issue.

So this is an opportunity for us to hear from you
The meeting is being recorded so that those

members of the committee who cannot be with us for all of the
time or those that cannot come at all, because we do have other
committees going on this afternoon, will be able to review the
transcript and have that information before them.
The agenda has been drawn to accommodate as many people
-------------~JL~-~ _coulg__in _the _ t~me _
__!h~_t w~ _j1ave ~vailabl~_to

amount of time that we can use this room.

us __ i

~the _________________ _

So we are not going to

be able to take witnesses from the audience.

However, if you do

have a written statement that you feel needs to be entered into
the testimony today, you can leave it with either of the people
seated at either my right or left; my Committee Consultant,

Patricia Megason, or the Committee Secretary, Helen Solis.

They

will take your testimony and make sure that it gets into the
record.

Those of you that are testifying, that are on the

agenda, I would ask that when you come forward that you identify
yourself so that it will get on the record correctly.
that you do not read testimony.

We ask

We're here to interact with you,

to have a discussion and to learn something from you.

Both

Assemblyman Papan, who is here now, and I are able to read.

So

if you feel that you need to hand us that written testimony, do
that but then talk about it because that's what we're here to do.
As I mentioned, the subject this afternoon will be the
concurrent sale of alcohol and gasoline.

I think what we see is

a phenomena that was not something that we dealt with ten years
or so ago.

Gasoline stations sold gasoline and other services

for automobiles and markets, that used to be the corner market in
most neighborhoods, sold food stuff and did not sell gasoline.
Somehow in the last ten years we've seen a melding of those two
services so that now the question before us, and the public
policy question is, is the California public, or even a broader
sense, the American public demanding, as a convenience, that when
you buy gasoline you ought to buy other services, i.e. food and
more specifically in this case, alcohol?
that, have we gone too far?

Or on the flip side of

If we are truly trying to stop

drinking and driving are we, by having this type of convenience
available, only encouraging people to drink and drive when you
obviously have to drive into a gas station or you drive to that
market on the corner and buy gasoline and are able to buy
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alcohol.

Should we be mixing the two, or should we not?

the question that is before us this afternoon.

That•s

With that, I d
1

like to start with our first witness who is James Mosher,
Associate Director for Alcohol Policy, Trauma Foundation, San
Francisco General Hospital.

Welcome.

MR. JAMES F. MOSHER, J.D.:

Thank you very much.

I do

have some testimony that I brought with me.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MOSHER:
attorney.

Okay.

My name is James F. Mosher.

I•m an

I have a dual appointment one, as you mentioned, with

the Trauma Foundation.

I 1 m Associate Director for Alcohol

Policy, Trauma Foundation at the San Francisco General Hospital.
I 1 m also a Study Director at the Prevention Research Center in
Berkeley, California, part of Pacific Institute for Research and
Evaluation, one of ten research centers nationwide that is funded
by the National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, and
the only one that focuses specifically on prevention.

As I

understand my task this afternoon, it is to try to frame this
issue of concurrent sales in the context of some new approaches
to the prevention of alcohol related problems that have been
developed both in this country and in this state, as well as
internationally, and also to discuss some of the recent research
findings that we have been looking at at the Prevention Research

- - - · --------------------------------------------------------·--------------·--

Center and see how they relate to this particular issue.

So, I 1 m

going to start from a slightly broad perspective and I 11 come
1

back to the specific issue of concurrent sales and feel free to
interrupt anything I say if you don•t understand or you think I 1 m
getting off on the wrong track.
- 3 -

The Prevention Research Center was formed in 1983.

As I

said, funded by the National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism, specifically to look at environmental approaches to
the prevention of alcohol related problems.

Now what we mean by

this is to start examining the social, political, and community
levels that influence people's drinking behavior.

Until very

recently, until this decade, prevention was primarily an exercise
in trying to persuade individuals not to behave badly while
they're drinking.

Either to drink less or not drink at all or to

not create problems once they've been drinking.

What I mean by

individual focus are such things as educational programs in the
schools, deterrents, persuasion of the mass media, directed at
the individuals saying now, "be careful; do better at this sort
of thing if you're going to drink."

What we found in the

research, in looking at these individual approaches, is that
while they have an effect and do tend to deter some drinking
behavior, that they've had a minimal effect and the reason for
that, we believe, is because the environment in which these
messages are being made is hostile to the messages that are being
sent out to the individuals.
bit later.

I want to get into that a little

The idea of the Prevention Research Center then was

to start looking at this environment.

To start seeing what types

of messages there are in the environment that are influencing
individual behavior, and what types of choices people are given,
particularly for young people.

What we recognize in the

prevention field now is that young people are very much
influenced by peer pressure and by community standards and norms.

-
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Also by what they perceive as expectations that adults put out
into the environment.
ASSEMBLYMAN LOU PAPAN:
MR. MOSHER:

Is that new?

No, I wouldn't say that's new but in some

sense it's new in the prevention of alcohol related problems
field, believe it or not.

Most of what was going on before this

decade was really centered at the kids in the classroom and not
looking what was happening to the kids outside the classroom,
speaking specifically around prevention now.

There's been a much

different focus in the last five years, five to ten years I'd
say, in terms of trying to look at what types of influences there
are on kids outside of the classroom, and outside the family.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

Mr. Mosher, let me ask you, if I

could interrupt you •••
MR. MOSHER:

Sure.

ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

Your study confines itself to the

problems related to drinking among our young people?
MR. MOSHER:
Research Center.
ourselves.

Yes.

You mean in terms of the Prevention

We're not doing any international studies

Is that it?

ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:
MR. MOSHER:

Yeah.

••• you mean to say our young people •••

ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

Let me ask you this.

Has a study,

-----------------------

-----------------------

-------- have you ever seen a study dealing with the ethnici ty and the
consumption of alcohol based on nationalities?
MR. MOSHER:

Ethnicity, you mean just a comparison of

national consumption patterns?
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ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:
MR. MOSHER:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

Right.
Oh yes.
Could you shed some light on it for

me to determine if drinking among certain nationalities there is
less inclination to alcoholism and the problems thereto related.
Let me see if I can point you.
Italians drink less?

Do Jewish people drink less?

Do Greeks drink less?

Do

Or do they drink in

a very civilized fashion, drink and eat?
MR. MOSHER:
the

u.s.,

Are you interested in these ethnicities in

or these ethnicities in their own countries?
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

If you have knowledge of both, I

certainly would appreciate it.
MR. MOSHER:

Okay.

ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

Because I think part of our problem

in this area is the bad habits we've developed with regards to
the use of alcohol.
MR. MOSHER:

Yeah, I would agree with that.

ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

I mean the French expose their

children at the dinner table with wine.
more alcoholism in France?
MR. MOSHER:

Okay.

Does it mean they have

Go ahead.
The heaviest drinking countries in

the world in fact are the wine drinking countries in Europe,
France, Italy.

They tend to have less intoxication types of

-------------------------------

problems such as public inebriation, this sort of thing.

Yet,

they do have very serious alcohol related problems and alcoholism
problems and they're just beginning to look at these.

If you

have a high per capita rate of consumption in your country,
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you're going to have a high rate of cirrhosis of the liver and
other long term health damages associated with alcohol.

So,

countries such as Italy and France, to some extent Switzerland,
other countries that are fairly heavy wine drinking countries, do
have serious alcohol problems although they're not the kind of
alcohol problems that are very obvious in the sense of seeing
drunks falling over themselves, this sort of thing.
Interestingly enough, in Italy there's been thought that there's
not much of a drunk driving problem in Italy.

But I have been in

a couple conferences with Italian researchers who are starting to
challenge this and saying, the reason why we think there isn't a
problem in Italy is we don't ever check.

And the fact is, that

there probably is a very major problem with drunk driving because
we drink so much and we drink at occasions right before we drive.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

Are their drinking habits different

than ours?
MR. MOSHER:
qualifications.

I would say yes, but with some

They are; wine drinking countries tend to drink

not to intoxication but drink on more occasions generally.

So,

they'll drink more occasions during the day, during the week,
than we do in the
be Finland.

u.s.

Sort of the other prototype of this would

In Finland they tend to drink on binges.

week, or once a month.

Once a

They have a much lower rate of per capita

consumption and as a consequence, they have lower rates of long
term health problems as a society.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

I see.
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MR. MOSHER:

But they have terrific problems with public

drunkenness, with alcoholism, with drunk driving, actually the
drunk driving is a little different because they've taken some
very serious steps to try to deter that.

But in general they

have the kinds of problems associated with short term
intoxication.
two.

Now, the

u.s.

has kind of a combination of the

Particularly California because we're the heaviest wine

drinking state in the country, or one of the heaviest wine
drinking states in the country, and we do have kind of a
combination of these two, a little bit.
intoxication end.

We're more towards the

Russia is kind of in that intoxication end.

ASSEMBLYMAN PAPANi

You mean we have that in common with

the Russians?
MR. MOSHER:
Russians.
steps.

Oh, yeah, we have that in common with the

Although they, they're taking some really stringent

Let me just say a couple more things about that, some of

the studies that have been done internationally, Finland tried to
switch from one to the other.

In the early 1970's, they opened

up lots and lots of wine and beer outlets to try to get people to
stop drinking so much vodka and they did this whole public
education campaign, "drink wine during meals, don't drink vodka
and get smashed."

What happened was that everybody started

drinking the wine but they didn't stop the vodka and the per
capita consumption rate went just like this.

As the stores went

up the rate went up.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

Terrible combination.
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MR. MOSHER:

Right.

So, it's a complicated picture.

It's true that in terms of studies of the Jewish people, of

0

Jewish ethnicity, do tend to report fewer problems and have less
drinking.

Although you take a nationality such as Jews or

Japanese, or other countries that report relatively less alcohol
consumption and put them in a high risk environment, you tend to
see changes in those ethnicities.

It's very cultural based, but

you change the culture like I said with Finland, you add the
wine.

Also, the Finns started going to the southern European

coast for vacations; brought these habits back with them.

They

tend to be drinking more and sort of picking up some of these
other habits.

So it's culturally based but it does have, a very

big impact, can be the environment that you're in that affects
that culture.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

Let me ask you, is it available to

younger people in those countries?
MR. MOSHER:

I'd say in the wine drinking countries,

very much more available.

Their minimum drinking age is 16 or

14, we would generally expect that a young teenager would be
drinking with meals with their parents.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

So it's no big deal to drink, like

it is in our country?
MR. MOSHER:

Much less so.

Certainly for young people,

certainly for young people.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

So the peer group recognition, or

pressure, is less in those countries because it's not a big deal.
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MR. MOSHER:

I can't answer that.

The danger I see in

this kind of approach to dealing with young people is that
starting at a very young age, this kind of drinking can lead to
very long term health problems that these countries face, much
more severely than we do.

I wish I had brought my slide show.

I

have a slide that shows the cirrhosis rates and alcoholism rates
for these countries.
types of problems.

I think you start dealing with different
I have •••

ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

Is the alcohol the only way you can

get cirrhosis?
MR. MOSHER:

No, it's not.

But it's a key indicator for

cirrhosis and it's a very good predictor of your cirrhosis rates
for countries, the per capita consumption in the society.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

I see.

Thank you.

Thank you, Madam

Chairman.
MR. MOSHER:

Right.

Well, I'm just going to put my

notes down.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

We have your statement so if you can

give us your point of view.
MR. MOSHER:

Right, as I was saying, I wanted to talk a

little bit about this environment and, let me get right into the
concurrent sales issue then.

At Prevention Research Center then,

we've been looking particularly at how communities set up their
alcohol availability system.

We see as a very important variable

where alcohol is sold, what types of establishments and how many
establishments.

And, as in my statement I say, as I indicate,

there is research indicating that the more off sale outlets you
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have in a community, the higher the likelihood that you're going
to have an increased per capita consumption which will lead to
increased problems.

It's important I think, based on the

research that's available today, for communities to take this
issue of alcohol availability very, very seriously.

And what

that means is to start at the community level, to finding what
types of outlets you want and how many of them you want, and what
types of management and server policies you want implemented in
those establishments in order to create drinking environments
that are going to minimize the problems that occur.
Now, there are certain very high risk environments for
drinking.

There's been a recent research study for instance in

Toronto that looked at the Toronto Blue Jays baseball stadium
after they introduced beer for the first time.

And they found a

two to threefold increase in the number of people leaving the
stadium who were legally intoxicated.

So, I would say stadiums

are clearly one of the high risk places for drinking.
are another high risk place.

Airports

A lot of people drinking on

airplanes, landing and getting into their cars, in terms of
drinking and driving particularly.

Now, based on the research,

there is not very much research I should say, on the convenience
store/gas station outlet.

There are a few studies that I believe

other people are going to be talking about today.

But I believe,

based on the research that we have at the Center, that we should
be looking at these concurrent sale outlets with a great deal of
caution.

And I have four things I'd like to say about that and

then I will stop.

First, I think that they have, inherently,

-
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some problems in terms of their design and in terms of the
marketing strategy that is used.

Now, I should preface my

remarks on this in saying that many of the owners of these
establishments are trying to respond to these issues, I'd say
somewhat belatedly, in terms of setting up training programs, but
in terms of the kind of prototype gasoline stations selling
alcohol, you typically find young clerks with minimal training.
You have a design where it's very difficult to observe people
coming and going.

Many of them you don't have to go inside even

so that you can't really see the person, which is very important
for trying to observe signs of intoxication.

As I drove up from

Berkeley today, I stopped at a place that had cold singles
available at a gas station.

Why would you need cold singles from

a gas station except to drink it when you get out?
target for minors for purchasing.

And it's a

Now we need to look at these

issues more carefully from a research point of view; these are
preliminary findings I would say.

As I said, I think the

industry is trying to respond to these issues in a belated
fashion because of the pressure that's being put on them.
Second, these are a new wave of outlets in our communities.

This

is, and I believe there will be testimony on this later, as few
as five years ago there were hardly any of these outlets.
rapidly expanding area of outlets.

It's a

And, as I said, more outlets,

especially off sale outlets, means more problems for the
community.

The community should be taking a very cautious

attitude about adding new outlets without taking a look at their
overall availability structure.

Third, it directly links alcohol
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and driving.

What I mean by that is, you're buying the alcohol

at a place where you are undoubtedly going to be driving and I
think the idea of the cold singles is a good example of that.
And again, I think there will be research discussed later that
shows that these in fact are high risk places for people drinking
while in their autos.
outlets.

They're higher risks than other types of

And finally, I think this is important, although it's

largely not discussed, I think there's a symbolic issue here and
I do have an illustration of what I mean by symbolic.

When you

have this kind of outlet, a beer to go sign right in front of
your gas station, it is directly linking alcohol and driving.
It's something that's in our environment.
that.

There's a message in

There's an educational message in that and it's very

powerful, especially as it proliferates throughout a community.
How is it that when we're telling kids in our schools the dangers
of drinking and driving that we have outlets such as this in our
environment?

We have race car scenes on the television set with

Miller and Bud logos running over it.

You have stadiums where

everyone's driving to the stadiums and you have lots and lots of
beer, and lots and lots of drinking going on.
environment that is a high risk environment.

We have an
And in order for

our educational and deterrent strategies to be effective, we need
to start looking at these environmental concerns and making them
fit the types of educational messages that we want to get to our
young people and to others who are having trouble with alcohol.
I think this is important from the standpoint of prevention.
think it's also important in terms of recovery.
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I

The people who

are in recovery need to be given as much support as they can for
their sobriety and we need to have messages in our environment
that say that it's okay not to drink as well as to drink.

I

think this kind of message here is the kind of message we don't
want in our environment from both an educational standpoint as
well as a policy standpoint.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
couple of questions.

Thank you very much.
Thank you.

Let me just ask you a

I'm sure the industry on the other side

would take a look at a picture like that and say, all right.

Now

what is the environment saying if, in fact, you can't buy a cold
single but that they're going to sell that to you in a locked six
pack?

Is that better?
MR. MOSHER:

That would certainly be better in my mind

than having cold singles.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MOSHER:

Good?

I wouldn't say it would be good.

I think

the point is that we need to be looking at these types of outlets
from a community standpoint.
environment.

This is a high risk type of

I think, my own feeling is we don't need these

kinds of outlets.

We have plenty of outlets already and we

should be designing outlets that don't directly link alcohol and
gas stations.

If we're going to have them, then we should be

looking at such things as locked six packs, trained clerks,
different design in the building so that there's time to observe
those who are coming in, this sort of thing.
have them.

If we're going to

I think the same issue is the stadiums.

If we're

going to allow drinking at stadiums then there are some measures
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we can take to make it a less risky environment but you're
talking about a high risk environment and particularly with the
off sale beer and wine licenses.

We have had a proliferation of

these types of licenses over the years.

I am not convinced that

a community needs this as a matter of social policy.

I think the

community needs to balance both its need for alcohol availability
against the risks that are involved in having these new types of
outlets.

So, it's a matter of balance and I think what's

exciting about this alcohol and gas station area to me is that
the communities have really taken this action around the state.
They have started to assess the risks and the benefits of having
these types of outlets.
need these risks.

Overwhelmingly they're saying, we don't

And I think this is a very powerful statement

to Sacramento when you have over 50, may be up to 60 or 70, I'm
not sure what the count is now, communities and counties saying,
we don't want anymore of these.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MOSHER:

Right.

I think that's a very powerful message.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Are there any situations where there

has been a high risk environment where the alcohol has been taken
out of that environment?
MR. MOSHER:

Actually, yes.

In college sports stadiums.

Many college sporting stadiums did start serving beer and they
took them out.

I'm trying to think of a specific example.

I've

had several calls on this sort of thing and Tulsa, I think
University of Oklahoma, I'm sorry I can't come up with specific
examples, but I know that the college environment for drinking
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that that is one specific area that is changing, the college
stadium.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

So it's not unprecedented to have a

high risk environment, assess it, decide you want to change it
and to, in fact, bring about change?
MR. MOSHER:
progression in a way.

I think that's sort of a natural
Especially in terms of community control

that you try something and you assess what it's like.

Community

tends to act slowly on these kinds of issues just by the nature
of starting to recognize problems.

So I would say from a

community standpoint that's the normal procedure in fact.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MOSHER:

Okay.

Thank you, Assemblywoman.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
Mayor, City of San Jose?
late.

Thank you very much.

Is Ms. Susan Hammer here?

Vice

She thought she might be a little bit

Then let's go to Ms. Guylene Morrow.

Okay, she's the

Executive Director and Founder of the Merced County Mothers
Against Drunk Drivers.

Welcome.

MS. GUYLENE MORROW:

Thank you.

introduced, my name is Guylene.

I have been

I do have statements.

I'm the

founder and Executive Director of the Merced County MADD.

I did

lose a daughter and a granddaughter seven and a half years ago to
a drunk driver.

My husband, who is also an educator, was a

volunteer ambulance driver for 17 years in the County of Merced.
During that time he picked up numerous accident victims, crash
victims, and he at that time, this was before our daughter was
killed, and at that time he just did a running statistic out of
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0
curiosity and he tabulated 90 percent of all the incidents that
he picked up were the result of an alcoholic beverage having been
consumed before driving.

The national statistic is something

over 50 percent, 51 percent.

Many of the coroner associations

and other medical groups across the country are coming up closer
to the 90 percent figure.

The concurrent sales, obviously, is

bad news because it does encourage that mentality.
give a mixed message, it gives a very clear message:
okay to drink and drive.

It does not
it's really

Never mind the law, it really is okay

or the availability wouldn't be so nearly perfect.

As an

educator myself, I'm a teacher and working with my husband and
through the schools in Merced County, numerous young people under
18 have talked to both my husband and me and said it is "so easy
to get booze at a mini-mart, at a fast gas.

They don't have time

to card us, many of the clerks are underage themselves.
cinch."

It's a

We've had numerous teenagers come and volunteer to do a

sting operation with the police department because they say it is
such a snap to buy the booze this way.
single, by the six pack or by the case.

They can buy it by the
The police chief in the

town in which I live, I spoke with him this morning and he said
you may certainly use my name.

His name is Charles Martin, Chief

of Police in Los Banos, and he said the crime rate goes up each
time one of these mini-marts and gasoline combos comes into town.
He said there is a definite correlation between the
proliferation, or the number of these outlets and the crime rate
in a community.
officials.

I've been told the same thing by Merced City

In 1984 the City of Merced passed an ordinance
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.

banning future outlets but grandfathering in the existing ones.
In the City of Los Banos where my home is, we have worked very
hard and we have obtained a use permit ordinance that new
businesses selling gasoline and alcohol must go before the City
Council and Planning Commission and obtain a use permit and it
has slowed things down a bit.

It has not taken anything away

from the existing businesses but it has kept newer ones from
coming in.
I live in a town of approximately 10,000 with
approximately 11 such outlets.

It's a highway community, very

close to I-5 and intersects 152, which is a busy highway.

The

message of these outlets is, on a hot day stop in and cool off,
fuel up two ways.

The accident rate in Merced County in 1983 was

two and half times the national average for alcohol related.
thought that was excessively high.
founded MADD.

We

It was in 1983 that we

1984 we brought that statistic back down to the

national average which still is not good, and we are hoping to
further reduce it as time goes on.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Let me ask you, because you said

you're an educator, and I know there are those that believe that
the way we ought to go is not to ban the concurrent sale but to
increase the education.

Specifically, the education of the

person who would be categorized as the server.

Whether it be the

clerk or whatever you want to call the person.

Have you been

involved in any of that and what is your feeling about, for
example, if the clerk at a gas station is educated to look for
obvious intoxication, is educated to card everyone that comes in.
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I know there is one group who has talked about having everyone
under age 25 sign a statement that they are under 25.
enough education?

Is that

Is that the way we ought to go in order to

have the convenience for those who are over 21?

Because what I

keep hearing is that those over 21 are not the offenders.

That

they're the person that's going to buy it and they are going to
drive home before they drink it.
MS. MORROW:
enough in itself.

Would you comment on that?

I don't think that educating the servers is

It's a step in the right direction.

definitely not a bad idea.

It's

My belief is that we should do that

at any level, any outlet where alcoholic beverages are served and
there is a program that I'm aware of, I'm not familiar with but
I'm aware of, for server intervention and education.
that the stop and go concept affects all ages.
only affects teenagers and under age people.
affects many middle age people.

I think

I don't think it
Obviously it

The man who killed my daughter

had obtained a good deal of his beer that day at one of these
outlets.

And he was 59 years old.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

So it doesn't seem •••

Okay, let me ask you something else

because you said that your, I think you said your 1983 statistic
was the one that was very high.
MS. MORROW:

Right.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

In calculating that or following up

on that, was there any checking done as to where that alcohol had
been obtained?

Because I'm sure that the other side of this

whole question is going to say, wait a minute, they're probably
buying this in bars and they're probably buying this in liquor
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stores or supermarkets.

Why are we pointing the finger at just

the concurrent sale outlet?
MS. MORROW:

They buy it everywhere.

They buy it

everywhere.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Was there anything done to look at

where •••
MS. MORROW:
that.

Unfortunately, we don't have a statistic on

But when I go to the market for instance, and buy lettuce

and milk, and eggs, and a six pack, I go home and I put it all
away and I don't put any of it away in my body as I'm in the car.
I think the grab a six pack and go if you're on your way
somewhere definitely contributes to the drinking driver problem
as opposed to the availability of liquor in a liquor store which
is strictly a liquor store or a supermarket say, where they pick
up other items other food items, but not gasoline.

The gasoline

and alcohol concept is the only one I really have a problem with.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

So your position is if you buy it

someplace that where you're in transit, i.e. a gas station,
you're more likely to buy it for consumption then than if you are
buying it in a supermarket.
MS. MORROW:

It certainly, yes.

Unfortunately I do not

have a hard statistic that I can back that with but that seems to
be the correlational evidence that's piled up.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Okay,

next is Miss Susan Hammer, Vice Mayor of the City of San Jose.
Welcome.
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MS. SUSAN HAMMER:

It's awfully nice to be here Ms.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Thank you.

Duffy.

MS. HAMMER:

I apologize for being somewhat late, but I

had a meeting in San Jose that did not get out until noon and I
0

think we made tremendous time.

The Highway Patrol is very

cooperative.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
you ••• that's right.

We understand that you did and that

Mr. Papan knows of that, the Highway Patrol

and how cooperative they are.
MS. HAMMER:

I have a brief statement that I would like

to read and then I would certainly be willing to answer any
questions that you may want to direct to me.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
really read a statement.

Okay.

I admonished everyone not to

If you can paraphrase it it would be

better because we're with you when you are discussing something.
It's hard when you're just reading.
MS. HAMMER:

Okay.

Well, I guess one of the things

that, I will do that, but I want you to be aware of what the City
of Jose does .••
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MS. HAMMER:

Okay, great.

••• and how it fits in with the kinds of

things that you're trying to do at the same level.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MS. HAMMER:

Thank you.

We have been concerned with this issue of

the combined sale of alcohol and gasoline for two or three years
and in 1985 we adopted an ordinance which prohibits the granting
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of any land use permits which would allow both the gasoline
service station and the retail sale of food and other beverages
at the same location.

And I guess you're well aware of what

happens in communities such as San Jose where many service
stations have either gone out of business or are trying to find
other ways to increase their revenues.

One of the ways that they

like to do that is to allow for these combined sales, mini-marts
and gasoline stations.

I started this legislation in 1984 when I

became concerned about the increase in the number of drunk
drivers and the number of fatalities and how easy it was
seemingly, to obtain alcoholic beverages and gasoline at a single
stop and this problem, I believe, is increasing and certainly
it's necessary to do something about it.

The Council directed

Mayor McHenry to write a letter to Jay Stroh who, as you know, is
Director of the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control, to
express our concern about the proliferation of such
establishments not only in San Jose, but throughout the state.
At that time, we urged the ABC not to grant any additional
permits at retail establishments in San Jose where gasoline is
sold.

And

I think that this effort is certainly consistent with

some of the pieces of legislation that you have before you.
State and local governments, I believe, should legislate and
regulate as is a ppropriate for their jurisdictions.

Local

agencies can best regulate in the realm of land use control and
can best address such issues as traffic, parking, noise,
loitering and other issues that are primarily our responsibility
to legislate at the local level.

However, as you know, we have
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no control over the legislation, or legislating where alcoholic
beverages could be sold and that certainly is one of the reasons
I'm up here today because that most properly is the state's
purview.
Our legislation addresses the serious land use
implications where we have converted a large number of service
stations and buildings in San Jose into combined mini-mart and
service facilities.

And we were very careful not to single out

and specifically mention alcoholic beverages in that ordinance
because we believe that there are other issues that are of
concern to neighborhoods and some of those I touched on just
very, very briefly.

I think that, consistent with what we're

trying to do locally, that certainly some of the legislation and
your bill, Ms. Duffy, would give us a lot of help in trying to
regulate the kinds of things that we're doing on the local level.
I think that anything like this, I believe personally and that's
what we've tried to do within the City of San Jose, is regulate
these things in the simplest manner possible.

I don't think it

serves any usable purpose to set up new bureaucracies or make it
more difficult either for you on the state level, or we on the
local level, to control these kinds of uses.

I think it's a very

simple, straightforward issue and again, some of the legislation
before you addresses the simplicity of that.

I think that at

this point the regulation of the retail sale of gasoline, food,
beverages and groceries from a land use perspective should be
left to us and the regulation of the alcoholic beverage sales
should be left to you and I see that as a natural partnership
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where we can work together in trying to get a handle on this very
serious problem.
Last year in San Jose, we had over 4,800 arrests for
drunk driving.

101 people were killed on the streets of San Jose

in traffic accidents and some 50 of those were related to drunk
driving.

I think this probably parallels what is going on at the

national level and it's a tragedy that I think that anything that
we, as elected officials, can do to certainly reduce those tragic
numbers both here and in cities like San Jose, that we have that
obligation and responsibility to do so.
The one stop sale of alcoholic beverages and gasoline
provides one more opportunity to combine drinking and driving.

I

would like to appeal to you to assist the City of San Jose to
save lives by helping us eliminate this opportunity and it really
is in your hands at the state level.

We've done pretty much all

that we can do at the local level and we now appeal to you for
your help.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Thank you.

When you made this

decision I guess, '84 you said?
MS. HAMMER:

Right.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

What were some of the arguments not

to go that direction?
MS. HAMMER:

Not to eliminate it?

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Not to eliminate it.

I mean weren't

you accused of destroying ...
MS. HAMMER:

Yes, exactly, yes.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

••• the free enterprise system and •••

-
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MS. HAMMER:

The pressures were great, I must say, but

those that were there were from the oil companies, quite frankly,
who thought that we were interfering with their free enterprise.
Their abilities to make a living and given the fact that a lot of
gas stations are closing up, or now that the price of gasoline
has dropped, that they were looking for other opportunities to
make money.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
I

And yet you were able to surmount

that.
MS. HAMMER:

We did that.

with very little controversy.

Yeah, we did that and really

It came forward in an ordinance

that has other things in it, other types of land use regulation.
We had a lot of support from Mothers Against Drunk Driving and
thank goodness for that.
you're aware.

A terrific organization as I know

And it was probably done as easily as any

community has done it and there was, I can't remember the vote on
the Council, but I think it was unanimous, 11 to nothing.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

What about, and maybe this didn't

come up at that time because I think it's newer, the question I
asked of the previous witness, the idea that if you just had
enough education of that person who was selling in the gas
station?

If they had to actually check a person's ID and have

them sign a statement.

If they had some of the server

intervention classes that are being offered.

That this would be

the compromise way to go or that you only could sell six packs.
That you couldn't sell single cans.
reconsider?
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Would San Jose want to

MS. HAMMER:

I don't think that we want to reconsider.

First of all, we all know how hard it is to control human nature.
My information sources tell me that a lot, and I have observed
that a lot of the people who sell beer, groceries, whatever in
these mini-marts are quite often very young people and maybe not
even 18 years of age or between 18 and 22, 23.

And I think that

that's an age group that's very hard to educate on something like
this if their buddies come in or just contemporaries and want to
buy a six pack.

And I don't know that it makes any difference

whether you sell single cans or a six pack.

You can just as

easily buy a six pack and get in your car and drink it on your
way home as you can a single can.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

Excuse me.

If that's your, if you

have the desire to purchase alcoholic beverages you don't go to a
gas station to buy them.

You're going to meet the desire

wherever it's sold.
MS. HAMMER:
statement.

I'm not so sure that I agree with that

First of all, I think that the power of advertising

when you pull in and buy five dollars worth of gas and it's a hot
day or it's late at night and you've been drinking, or even if
you haven't been drinking and you see a sign that's advertising
Bud, you know, that's what advertising is all about.

To try to
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including me, are susceptible to signs.

It's a hot day, you want

to stop and buy a Coca Cola, you see the sign and you do it.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

I don't buy it because I'm reading a

sign, I'm buying it because I'm thirsty.
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0
MS. HAMMER:

Oh, I think that there's something to be

said for the power of advertising.
available.

When it's there, it's easily

I think also if somebody wanted to buy a six pack,

why not make it a little bit more difficult?
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

You mean to tell me, Mayor, that you

buy because you perhaps subconsciously saw a sign and not buy
because you're thirsty?
MS. HAMMER:

I think that if you go into a gas station

and you see a sign and it's subtle, it may not be the first thing
in your mind, it may not be the reason that you go into a gas
station but you see a sign that's advertising Coca Cola you say,
gee, I am a little thirsty maybe I'll just go in and buy a Coke.
And I think you can make the same argument whether it's a Coke or
a Bud.

I also think that we have a responsibility to make it a

little more difficult for people who want to do that.

I think if

you have to think twice, I think •..
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

So you double lane the traffic

because across the street they can buy it but they can't buy it
in the gas station.
MS. HAMMER:

I'm willing to make that trade off.

I'm

willing to get that car ..•
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

Aren't we a little patronizing in

our thinking when we've accepted the fact that alcoholic
beverages are sold all over the place?

Aren't we a little

patronizing when we begin to think in terms of trying to, first
the two don't mix that I know of unless you're, but in any event
the idea of inconvenience is not going to deter anybody from
buying it.

Or discourage somebody from buying it.
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MS. HAMMER:

I guess we disagree.

I think the more

convenient it is, the more likely that people are going to buy it
and drink while driving.

I also think that we have a

responsibility, society has a responsibility, to make something
like this less convenient.

To make people think twice.

So they

have to drive six blocks ••.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

Maybe we ought to go back to

Prohibition.
MS. HAMMER:

I hope not, I like to have a cold beer.

ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Okay.
Let me ask you another question.

In

the City of San Jose; now the County of Santa Clara, does it have
this ban or just the city?
MS. HAMMER:

No, in fact there's some 15 cities within

the County of Santa Clara and I think that there are three or
four that have a similar ban.

The City of Santa Clara, Palo

Alto, a couple of cities in the East Bay.

At least three or four

others within the county.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Okay, let me ask you then, are gas

stations or convenience stores in those cities folding?

Are they

going broke?
MS. HAMMER:

I cannot answer that question.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

-----------

------

MS. HAMMER:

Okay.
-----------------------

In other words •••

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

You haven't obviously seen any great

change.

-
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MS. HAMMER:

No, I have seen no change.

doing is not allowing any new combined uses.

0

And what we're

So there are lots

and lots and lots in the City of San Jose of combined gasoline
stations and mini-marts.

They already have permits to operate

and they will continue to do so until they decide to go out of
business or make another use of their property.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Okay, so it's just you're not

allowing new ones.
MS. HAMMER:

Yes.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

All right.

You didn't deal with

those that were already there revoking their license.
MS. HAMMER:

I think there's some, I'm not a lawyer, but

I understand that there's some real legal issues when you attempt
to deregulate, or in our case is all we do is regulate land use,
and you don't allow that any longer.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MS. HAMMER:

Okay.

Change the use, if you see what I'm saying.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

I see.

Okay.

I thank you, very

much, for your testimony.
MS. HAMMER:
here today.

Thank you, very much.

I appreciate being

Good luck.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Thank you.

Okay, next is Mr. Thomas

Murphy, Regional Manager, Atlantic Richfield Company.
MR. THOMAS MURPHY:
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MURPHY:

- - - -·-·--··-·-·------

Madame Chair.
Hello.

Assemblyman Papan.

Thanks very much for

allowing us to present our side of this issue.

It may not be a

popular side but we appreciate, very much, this opportunity.
-
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I am Tom Murphy, the Regional Manager from Los Angeles
for Atlantic Richfield Company and in the State of California, we
have some 1,000 ARCO branded retail gasoline outlets.

About 350

of these are AM/PM convenience stores that sell gasoline, beer
and wine ..•
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MURPHY:

Out of the 1,000 Madame Chair •.•

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MURPHY:

1,000?

1,000 stations.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MURPHY:

Now, how, I'm sorry I was •..

Okay.

We have 1,000 retail branded outlets, we

have •.•
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MURPHY:

..• about 350 are AM/PM mini markets ••.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MURPHY:

Okay.

Okay, thank you.

.•• convenience stores that sell convenience

food items including beer and wine and gasoline in the same
location.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:
MR. MURPHY:

Water and air free?

Yes, sir.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

And do they have clean restrooms?
I haven't gotten to that yet.

air and water you don't have to pay for.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

They fought you.
They came around though.
Yes.

Okay, go ahead.
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The

0
MR. MURPHY:

These stores, these 350 AM/PM's have no

service facilities, no revenue from servicing of automobiles.

0

60

to 70 percent of their gross revenue is from the sale of
convenience food store items.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

0

Okay, can I ask you; let me interrupt

and ask you, how did we move to that phenomena?

I mean how did

we get from the standpoint; I assume that in the yesteryears,
there used to be a profit in servicing cars.
MR. MURPHY:

Yes, there were.

Weren't there?

I have the privilege of

having been in this business for 30 years and I've seen a lot of
changes.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

How did we move from servicing cars

to servicing people's stomachs?
MR. MURPHY:

By virtue of the fact that the environment

in which we operate has changed.

New automobiles.

When I

started in the business all of us got our cars lubed every 1,000
miles and the oil changed.

And what is that now?

Some people hardly ever get it done.

6,000 miles?

That type of service work,

with extended paying periods; all sorts of things in automobiles
has changed that picture totally.

At the same time you are all

aware of .••
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:
have general stores.

How do you figure it's changed?

I remember as a boy they would sell you

alcoholic beverages and groceries and right in front were the
pumps.
MR. MURPHY:

Very true, but •••
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We

ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

Nothing has changed, all of sudden

we found that it pays out.
MR. MURPHY:
too.

Well, there•s a great deal of truth in that

But there isn•t the service revenue for miles in the

vehicles and that has been replaced by .••
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:
do we do both?

Well, I think her question was how

Sell the groceries and the gasoline?

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

No, I was asking what had happened

from the days of the gas station that lubed cars and what not.

I

mean, you know where you weren•t buying food.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Okay, I misunderstood.
Now.

And he 1 s saying what has

happened is the technology of automobiles has improved from the
standpoint that they•re not needing the servicing as often and
therefore you don•t have the volume, so you look for something.
MR. MURPHY:

That and the high price of property.

Property has skyrocketed and gasoline margins have been under
pressure and they should be in a competitive society, in a free
society.
also.

And we have found that people•s tastes have changed

Convenience is a new thing.

Our convenience type of

foods, purchasing foods at a convenience store, frankly, is a
relatively new phenomenon.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

We found that some, many ••.
When are you going to_:__
go______________
into the
_

----------------~-~_____::__

banking business and put a teller out there too.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Now, become and act, you know,

they•ve got the cage where the ••• that•s right.
have that built?
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Why don•t you

0
MR. MURPHY:

Oh, we're fairly close, you know.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

See.

Insurance, you're going to sell

life insurance?
MR. MURPHY:

I don't think so.

Ours is a business that

does a lot of business on small purchases and so I'm not going to

0

get into things that take a lot of decisions.

But we have found

that some of these locations, not all, but some of them have lent
themselves to being a convenience store location and allowed us
to stay in business and allow our dealers or franchisees to stay
in business in those locations.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MURPHY:
market.

How do you decide that?

How do we decide that?

By studies of the

First of all, having seen the growth of the convenience

store business, the demise if you will of the service business,
it going to specialty stores, muffler shops, so on and so forth,
tune up shops, specialty shops, and seen the rise of the
convenience store business, and having studied that industry,
having hired and learned expertise on that business, we found
that a number of our properties did fit these demographics.
There's a popular misconception I hear evidenced here from what's
been said today, that the people at our convenience food stores
sell convenience items to just those people that come in to buy
gasoline.

Really, that isn't the case.

The synergism here

isn't, that while the person's in there buying gas they're also
buying food.

Rather it's that the property lends itself to both

as profitable ventures and put together as a combination, there's
an economy.

The synergism is simply stated, the expenses don't

-
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care which part of the business pays them as long as they get
paid.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
new to me.

You mean, now that, this is something

You mean, and do you have numbers that people drive

to an AM/PM mini-mart to buy groceries when they don't need
gasoline?
MR. MURPHY:

·As a matter of fact, I do.

Our mix of

customers, not dollars, but customers, is approximately 45
percent come to buy gasoline only.

About 45 percent come to buy

a convenience food store item only and only about ten are cross
purchases of the same visit.
economically.
franchisee.

The convenience store is justified

It's a big investment for us and for our
It's justified economically on a study of the area

that it serves.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

I'm just trying, and I hate to get

stuck on this, but this is a new, this is new for me to .••
MR. MURPHY:

Please ask anything you want.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Well, I'm thinking of the AM/PM

mini-marts that I'm aware of in this area.

And just from the

parking standpoint, I can't think of a lot of parking to drive in
and just stop and buy groceries.

I mean you've got the gasoline

pumps and you know, that's convenient.

But to wend your way

through the people, because your prices are very good
for
_ _ _ __

-----------=-----~~----=---~-~---_______.::_:______:__

gasoline so you've always got people there, to get in through
that, to park, to go in, 45 percent of the sales are people that
are doing that?
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MR. MURPHY:

But not all of them drive in.

do because we drive everywhere to buy items nowadays.

0

people walk in.

The majority
A lot of

We have walk-in trade because most of that

business at that store is justified on the people who live or
work within one mile.

0

Yes sir?

ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:
MR. MURPHY:

Very convenient.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

•

MR. MURPHY:

Convenient.

But not from the parking aspect •

There are parking places Madame Chair, but

they're not like a supermarket because people don't come there to
buy their weekly groceries.

These stores have about 3,000 items

versus the 30,000 that you'd find in a supermarket.
serve that need.

But they do

You can get out, get in and get out quickly

and •••
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

But your price of bread or milk or

something is higher than if I go to my supermarket.
MR. MURPHY:

Yes, but you won't have to wait in long

lines and it's close, nearby.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

But they have the quickie checkout

line that I don't have to wait.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

My mother drinks hers there.
Right.

And you milk the cow that

provides the milk, right?
MR. MURPHY:
kids.

I do a lot of shopping.

I've raised six

You don't get in and out quick on a quickie check out

counter in any of the supermarkets I go to.
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CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
pretty fast.

I honestly have never thought of stopping if I

didn't need the gasoline.
that high.

Well, I've got five kids and I get in

So your figure surprises me that it's

I can see people in the neighborhood that would walk.

MR. MURPHY:

Madame Chair, it surprises a lot of people

in the oil business also, but it's a fact.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Okay.

Now, out of the 45, now give

me the figures on why they aren't just buying milk and bread,
they're buying beer and wine.
MR. MURPHY:

Why they aren't buying just milk and bread?

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
that's paying for it, right?

Right.

I mean, why, it's the alcohol

The bread and milk isn't really

paying for the, that's not the big sale •••
MR. MURPHY:

Au contraire.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MURPHY:

And the alcohol, alcoholic products account

for from 14 to 20 percent.
little wine.

••• in your convenience.

Primarily mostly beer, very, very

But, the majority of the products that are sold

there are food items, most of which in the convenience store
business, are frankly more profitable than the beer.

But there

is a serious source of profit for these people when it adds into
all of the convenience items that are available.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Would you say that it's the beer then

that lures people?
MR. MURPHY:

Absolutely not.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

I mean if you put a big loaf of bread

on a sign, that's going to get me to •••
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MR. MURPHY:

If you ••.

ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

0

It's how hungry you are and if

you're thinking bread, you'll probably go in there.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

No, you just said to the other

witness about thirsty.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Oh.
I'm just following your line of

questioning.
MR. MURPHY:

People come in because t .h ey have a

particular desire and those desires or needs are evidenced by the
ratios of what our sales are.

I am, I would like to know what

influences them on each individual purchase but we'd rather
analyze how the purchases are made, and the 20 percent I
mentioned to you is about that rate.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

And the 80 percent is, I mean, is it

staple kind of things like milk and bread?
MR. MURPHY:

Milk, bread, fast foods, convenience food

items, ice cream .••
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:
MR. MURPHY:

We certainly sell spaghetti.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MURPHY:

In fact, less than when he started

Okay.

MR. MURPHY:
items.

You're in trouble.

We have very little spaghetti, however.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
his testimony.

Do you sell spaghetti?

As a matter of fact, we do have convenience

If you want spaghetti in your meal, you can get some.

But you won't have the array you'd have at a supermarket.

-
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So

these are real convenience stores.

Now we find ourselves in a

spot where some people want to pass laws to deny these stores the
opportunity to sell beer and wine legally.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

If I had a license now to do that,

to sell gasoline, I wouldn't allow you to open another one.
MR. MURPHY:

Well I •••

ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:
MR. MURPHY:

You understand what would happen.

You'd take, I'd take some of your business

if I ••.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

Sure, and that's what happens.

like new construction, Madame Chairman.

It's

People, the strongest

objection comes from the last person who bought a house.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

Sure.
And so people who are in this

business and say local jurisdictions are enacting restrictive
covenants or ordinances or denying these permits using the
planning process, what they're doing is enriching the people that
are in it now and making their businesses and their licenses
worth much more money.

I mean it's almost like someone was

paying a city official or governmental body to place
restrictions.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Pressure them to do that.

We can do

both, Mr. Papan.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Yeah.
We can stop the new and then just not

renew the others.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

Yes, you could.
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MR. MURPHY:

But if you do that, Madame Chair, you take

away the stability of these individual convenience stores to
compete with other convenience stores who do have beer and wine
and are serving the same type of need.

And when you do that,

you'd be taking, in our case, almost an opportunity for a large
amount of profit from them.

You damage their competitive posture

and even more so, if you consider that there are other retailers
who are off sale licensees, or in the same business, and they're
not affected at all.

But it seems simple to a lot of people.

This is an opportunity to pass a law based on a euphemism.

That

euphemism that says that gasoline and alcohol don't mix.
Certainly they don't mix behind the wheel and it's a very serious
subject.

I'm aware that 64 people are killed every day and

another 1,900 and over that are injured every day in this country
in alcohol related accidents.
opposed to drunk driving.

And we are, ARCO, we are totally

I'm personally totally opposed to

drunk driving but at the same time we're opposed to laws that
would totally ban common sight sales.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Well let's get, if you will just

comment on our first speaker who talked about the high risk
environment.

You know, a sign like that one over there.

not the environment that we're talking about?

Is it

Now, if we said,

------·-----~]:__~_rig h_!:_~ ~<!__!~ n_o !____~~C~E_~~-~-?m~~-~-- w~~-~-J~- r op~-~~-~~--.!:_? s t~E__ the ___________

sale of single cans and look for ways to get that person to take
that alcohol and get it home before they drink it, but are you
not, when you have that combination that most people do drive in,
and it's not your foot traffic that's your heaviest traffic,
isn't it that environment that we're talking about?
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MR. MURPHY:

Some people talk about that but usually

when that's mentioned, it's mentioned by virtue of the symbol
rather than real facts.

There isn't any factual evidence that

shows that convenience stores that happen to sell gasoline and
sell beer and wine on the same site are a major source, or the
total source of drinking and driving.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Yes, but that's only because we don't

mandate that those statistics be kept.

We cannot, at this point

in time, short of someone being convicted, go back; and we can't
ask them when they're stopped, where they have been drinking.
MR. MURPHY:
been done .

I'd like to submit that that in fact has

The City of Phoenix, and I know Phoenix isn't in

California but let me comment and I'll tell you why.

The City of

Phoenix last year, Phoenix, Arizona, in March of 1985 conducted
just such a survey.

They commissioned 80 police officers to in

fact question every DUI on a special campaign just to try and
determine it and they did get answers.

The type of answers they

got from the DUI's was, where did you buy your alcohol and what's
the source of where you drank it or purchased it?

Their answers

were 45 percent came from sit down bars or restaurants.
18 percent came from the person's own home.

Another

Another 14 percent

came from the home of a friend and 24 percent I believe was the
balance, came from what

th~

interested in this problem.

called miscellaneous.

We ' re

We asked if that included

convenience stores that sold gasoline.

They said it did not.

They said that what miscellaneous was was public parks,
recreation areas and the like.

-

Incidentally, I've attached a
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copy of that to the copy of the, what I thought I was going to
remark on.

D

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Okay, and you do have mini-marts

there?
MR. MURPHY:

Yes, ma'am.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Are they, I mean I'm not familiar

with Phoenix so I don't know if the density is as great as
metropolitan areas in California.
MR. MURPHY:

I'm sorry.

The City of Phoenix has more

mini markets per capita and per square mile than any other city
in the West; that sell gasoline as well as beer and wine.

But

I'm also aware that Phoenix isn't Los Angeles, isn't California,
isn't Sacramento.

However, Fullerton, California is.

Now

Fullerton, the Fullerton Police Department made a very similar
survey.

And according to the Orange County Chapter of Mothers

Against Drunk Driving, their bulletin of February of 1986, they
report on that study.

They say the Fullerton Police Department

made a study of all persons arrested for drunk driving in the
month of November, it was 1985.

A total of 96 arrests were made

during that month and 11 of those arrests were made of persons
under 21.

The officers asked those who were arrested where they

bought or consumed their alcohol.

The answers they got were:

a

bar or cocktail lounge, 26 percent; a restaurant, 16 percent;

---------------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - .----------·-·-·-

mini-marts, 1 percent; a party, 4 percent, a friend's house, 17
percent; at home, 10 percent; and others, 18 percent and 8
refused to answer, they weren't compelled answer.

Not only that,

but there was a survey conducted in June of 1985 at the SB 38
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schools in Southern California of 433 individuals convicted of
DUI at Long Beach, Orange County, and Los Angeles Municipal
Courts.

This survey was done by a graduate student at Cal State

University, Long Beach and that's attached also.
that were very similar.

The results of

86 percent purchased at a bar or

restaurant, 11 percent purchased or drank at a social function
other than a bar, two and a half percent purchased at a liquor
store, less that one half of one percent purchased at a
convenience store not selling gasoline and less than one half of
one percent purchased at a convenience store that did sell
gasoline.

It didn't matter whether they sold gasoline or not.

You know, in the State of California, presently there are over
71,000 beer and wine licenses.
convenience stores.

2,900 and some odd of those are

About 1,500, a little over 1,500 of those

are convenience stores that sell gasoline and beer and wine at
the same time.

So when you hear some of these outlandish claims

of what I consider biased and unfactual surveys, you really have
to think of that relationship.

Convenience stores that sell

gasoline sell somewhere between one and maybe four at the maximum
of anybody's estimate percent.

Of all of the beer and wine sold

in this state to attribute a high percentage of the source of
drinking and driving to them is really statistically
irresponsible.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

Maybe we ought to consider outlawing

a refrigerator with beer in it.

17 percent comes from the house

right?
MR. MURPHY:

That's right.
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In Fullerton.

ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

I mean, what could be more

convenient than opening a refrigerator and going and buying a
beer, or having a beer?
MR. MURPHY:
legislators.

Well, of course that's an option open to

I don't think it's a very realistic one.

ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

I'm trying to establish a virtuous

position and I •••
MR. MURPHY:

I think you, frankly, feel more than the

one percent who bought it at a mini-mart.
ASSEMBLYMAN PAPAN:

That's right.

gone into a mini-mart and bought it.
MR. MURPHY:

I don't think I've

I buy gasoline though.

I hope you buy some from ARCO.

dear Lord thank you, sir.

May the

So, we know that this is not just a

factual issue but a symbolic issue and an emotional issue, and
symbolism is very important.

You know facetiously it is, but if

we're going to have a symbolic issue, I think the symbolism
should influence the vast majority of people, not just a small
number of people, if it's going to really be effective and, in
fact, be objective or address the objective.
I had also said, earlier I think, that I think that a
selective ban like this might well do more harm than good.
Here's why I feel that way.

ARCO's a big company.

We could very

_____________EE _9__!>~_~}.. y ___S. u r ~ i v ~--~-~_£_!! ___~__!:>a~---- Bu ~ the ~a j o fi_cy_ of our _tar g~ t ~_g__ _________________

convenience stores probably wouldn't.
independent, family run businesses.

Most of them are
And in a small business, if

you lose 20 percent of your revenue dollars, while 100 percent of
your expenses still go on, you don't lose 20 percent of the

-
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profits, you lose most of them and perhaps all of them if your
competitors don't have that same, unfair restriction.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Can I ask you, let me interrupt you

for a minute, who do you see as the competitors?

Are you

saying .••
MR. MURPHY:

We consider •••

CHAIRWOloiAN DUFFY:
MR. MURPHY:

.•• convenience stores?

••• gasoline sales, anyone who sells

gasoline is a competitor of ours.

When retail off site beer and

wine sales, anyone who sells beer and wine retail off site, is a
competitor of our franchisees for that item.
the supermarket, usually you drive.

You don't walk to

Many times competitive

convenience stores, or a competitive other retail outlet can be
within a very short few steps from one of our places of business.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Well, if we were to enact a ban of

course we'd be talking; the other convenience stores that sell
more food and less gasoline would need to make a decision what
they were going to do.

Now, if they were to choose to sell the

alcohol and not the gasoline, why wouldn't you get the revenue
from those people that then would have to buy more gasoline from
you?

Let's take any street corner around here.

AM/PM mini-mart and they have a 7-11.
---

If they have an

Okay, if 7-11 decides

they're going to sell the alcohol and they're going to give up
the gasoline, and you're going to give up the alcohol and keep

the gasoline why isn't there going to be a trading?

Why isn't

the public then going to just gravitate, buy increased gasoline
from you and the alcohol from them?
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0

MR. MURPHY:

There won't be enough gasoline, from what I

mentioned earlier, 60 to 70 percent of these people's gross
revenue comes from the sale of convenience items.

When do they

win that judgement, when they're a legitimate convenience store?
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MURPHY:

45 percent you said.

No, that's 45 percent of the walk in

numbers; 45 percent of the customer transactions.

What I said

was that 60 to 70 percent of their gross profit comes from the
sale of convenience items when they're in that business.

There

isn't enough gasoline, to answer your questions specifically,
there isn't enough gasoline from that source to go around to save
that type of business.

A lot of them would go out of business.

The cost of maintaining that property would continue to go on and
they would probably fold.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Okay.

We're going to have to hurry

you along, I know I've been interrupting you, but •••
MR. MURPHY:

Okay.

Common site ban we think also would

do more harm than good because it would really deter all of us;
detract from what the real issue is and that's what we think
needs to be addressed is enforcement.
educational effort.

Swift penalties and real

Another thing that we think is tough with

total selective ban is it would mislead the public into thinking
that something effective is being done when, in fact, we don't
-----------------------------------------------------------

believe it would be.

----

We're sensitive to community concerns.

We

realize that we're going to be in business just as long as the
public allows us to be.

We think something can be done through

legislation, and there is some legislation that I understand is
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being considered.

We would think that the proliferation can be

controlled by setting criteria and i n addition that l egislators
can help guard against abuses by setti ng broad based criteria for
all retailers.
Education is a big item.

I f we wer e out of it it would

t ake us , if we were out of this beer and wine business it would
ta ke us out of that education effort .

Ourselves, we have

deve loped what we call our alcohol a wareness action program.
Othe r people in the convenience store business, they have
developed their own p rog rams a nd mo re are being developed.
our p r og ram i s is twofo ld.

What

First of all i t' s to educate the

customers a bo ut healthy and r esponsible attitude towards
drinking.

At the point of s ale and against drinking and driving.

Yeah, we've got some o f the sig nage we use, instead of the signs
you see ther e.

These are the types of things that we have most

of the time.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR . MURPHY :

Three people are upside down • . •

Yeah, well, I'll tell you what that ' s for.

That's a good question.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MURPHY:

You don't have to stand up right now to •••

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MURPHY:

Too drunk to be right side up .

That's a map right there.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY :
MR. MURPHY:

Oh.

you re

~

Too dru nk to read?

CHAI RWOMAN DUFFY :

Yes .
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lirun , tight.

MR. MURPHY:

Not at all.

at the checkout counter.
0

Look at it this way.

That's

Every transaction in that mini market

takes place over that little pad at the cashier's counter.

Every

time we change hands, the money changes hands, it takes place
over that.

On one side it draws the attention of the customer to

what the laws are and responsibility is, and the other side draws
constant attention to the cashier to what the responsibility is
in selling beer and wine.

•

A lot of these things are new and we

have special items, you can see there we did somewhere around
Christmas time for special groups, which one is this, Rick?
MR. RICK MELENDEZ:
MR. MURPHY:
MR. MELENDEZ:

This one's, Season to be ..•

Don't drink and, Season to be jolly ••.
Season to be jolly, but don't drink and

drive.
MR. MURPHY:

••. Season to be jolly, but don't drink and

drive, the National Council of Alcoholism and ourselves in San
Fernando Valley put that on.

Here's another one I think from

the •••
MR. MELENDEZ:
MR. MURPHY:

MADD.
••• MADD in Las Vegas, Nevada.

We believe

we can help educate the public in general at these points of
sales.

And we believe we can set examples for other off site

sales licensees.

But in addition to that, we also educate our

franch-ts-e-e-s-and our fran-chhree--s-employe-e-s- a-s to the-e-ffe-cts-of------·----

alcohol in the body, for instance.
realize.

Things that not many people

A whole slew of things takes place in our education

program, but many people don't realize that a 12-ounce can of
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beer, a four-ounce glass of wine , or a jigge r of wh i s ke y contains
the same alcohol and has the s ame ef f ec t on the body .
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY :

Let me ask you , beca use I know you' ve

gone very, very heavy i nt o the education a re na.
of your budget is used for education?

What percentage

For t h i s type of thing,

your s i gns, and your programs and all ?
MR . MURPHY:

Well, of our t o ta l budge t , if you • • •

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Well, give me a , one o f you r, I me a n

give me a mini-mart budget, how do you brea k i t down?
MR . MURPHY:

Let me expl ain it th is way , o f wha t we

spend on educational and promotional ef fo r ts I ' d s ay , a nd t hi s is
a guess because I haven't looked at i t i n tha t wa y a nd I ' ll say
why in a minute, maybe 25 percent is now spe nt on th is.
educate a lot of people.
our MP and G franchise.

But we

We educate people how to t une c ars in
But the point i s of educati ng, in

educating our AM/PM franchisees, this is i n t egra l to our entire
program now.

It's interwoven throughout ou r e nt i re program.

To

separate it out as a small portion like that is almost impossible
now.

It ' s permeated our entire program.

For instance, we

recently conducted seminars with every sing l e AM/PM franchisee we
have covering the privileges and responsibilities of sel li ng beer
and wine.

We now also require every new AM/PM fra nchisee and

their empl oyees to successfully complete our training course.
They

ave

o t aRe a wr.ttten exami nation and -t-hey -Ga~ to scor e

100 percent on that examination, wh ich is knowl edge of the l aw
and responsibilities and knowledge of the t hings that I've just
mentioned , in order to be a graduate and be approved as a
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franchisee.

This is an ongoing effort.

inspections now.
0

We have continual

Shopper programs to make that these types of

things are in effect.

I really seriously doubt that any other

group of off sale licensees, and by that I mean compared to
supermarkets, drug stores, both of which sell more than our
outlets do, department stores and so on, I seriously doubt that
anyone now is so well trained as we are becoming.

Frankly,

that's just some of the things, small amounts of what we're doing
and frankly, we're new to that to be perfectly honest with you.
But, we've recognized the problem, we consider it a serious
problem, but we are aware of it and as I say, it's permeated
every aspect of our AM/PM training program now.

Yes, I could

have answered to you a question before 100 percent because it's a
vital part of it now.

But we really feel that a total selective

ban of these outlets isn't good legislation.

We don't think that

these family run businesses ought to be destroyed when they would
actually happily abide by any reasonable regulation.
we've got opposition to our position.

I know

There are people, some of

whom are very well intentioned, but don't really realize all of
the facts and others who are prohibitionists and even a couple of
people in the oil business.

But frankly, we've analyzed their

position and it's my opinion that those folks are motivated by a
competitive posture rather than social responsibility.
---------------------------··-we--interur--to stanaup--for- our- l:ranch.tsees-arur--t:hei r ------·---------rights.

We know you have the power.

You can legislate what you

wish, but we ask you to consider some of the facts.
support.

We also have

We have been given editorial support to our position
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and opposition to a tota l ban by many who have st udi e d the issue.
To name a few , t he Los Ange l es Times , t he Los Ange les Da i l y News ,
the Orange County Register, KNBC TV •• •
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

We ll , I' m go ing to cut you off on

that because I'm not going to tote my support .

I would quest ion

the Los Angeles Times right there, beca us e I saw the editor i a l.
So why don ' t we not get into who's on yo ur side, who's no t .
MR. MURPHY:

Okay.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

We'l l try t o s tay to a factual

hearing, not talk about specific bil l s.
MR . MURPHY :

I understand t hat , but I did attach t he

articles with the remarks, a copy of the editorial to which I
refer.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR . MURPHY:

Okay, that's okay.

But I think that if there is going to be a

selective ban the big thing is, since these are such a sma ll
portion of the real area with potential problems, there won ' t be
any statistical change in violations.

It would be like stopping

people from driving over the speed limit by banning the sale of
red Chevy cars.

We don't think it would be effective.

rather that education is more important.
in that.

We think

We'd like to take part

We think, I guess, what's the good of a symbolic

message when nothing would come of it?

You know you could make a

case that it could be a mixed message.

Some peopr e cou l

that it's not as bad or it ' s okay t o drink a nd dr i ve as long as
you don't buy them both i n the same place.
your intent by any means .

You know that's not

But we 'd rather ask you to work
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together with yourself and other legislators and other groups so
that we can aid in the education process and don't drum us out of
the arena by legislating us out of the business.
I really appreciate the opportunity you've given us to
give our side of the coin and I'd be happy to answer any
questions you might have.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
has joined us, questions?
MR. MURPHY:

Okay, thank you.

Okay, thank you, very much.

Thank you, very much, for the time.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Next is Dr. Wittman, Study Director

from the Prevention Research Center.
DR. FRIEDNER WITTMAN:
Friedner Wittman.

Mr. Leonard, who

Welcome.

Good afternoon, my name is

I am a Study Director at the Prevention

Research Center in Berkeley, California.

The Prevention Research

Center is a nonprofit research organization that is dedicated to
studies of the prevention of alcohol and drug problems.

For the

last six years I've been engaged in the study of uses of local
planning and zoning ordinances to prevent problems associated
with alcohol availability.

That work has taken a number of

different forms including the study of what's happened in the
aftermath of the University's appeal of dry zones around
University of California campuses.

Studies have selected cities'

uses of their ordinances to deal with problems related to alcohol
---------------ouclefs--arfd- a --si"ur vey- of- alT_c _i_fi es s ta tew-rdefn-CalTror n ia to_____________

identify current practices in the uses of planning and zoning to
deal with alcohol problems related to outlets.

That statewide

survey, conducted in 1984, is what determined that approximately
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ten percent of Cal iforn i a c i ties a lr eady are using the local
planning and zoni ng ord ina nce s t o r e gu l ate the sa l e o f a lcohol in
gas stations a nd in findi ng t hat s tudy , or i n c r eat i ng t hat
finding, we were r eal ly r a ther su r p r i sed to f ind tha t t ha t l e vel
of activity was occu r ring, na t ur a lly occu rr i ng if you wi l l , a t
the local level .

And it ' s interesting that i n t he couple of

years since that st udy' s be en done , we ' ve seen reall y a
mushrooming of a ct ivity in th is a rea.

Many cities a round t he

state have now joined those o ri g i na l 35 that we fo und in 198 4
such as San Jose and we ' ve ident i f ied six other cities i n the Bay
Area and perhaps another half doz e n in the Southland wh ich have
since then created ordinances to di s a llow the s al e of a lcohol in
gas stations and at the same time , o f course , the r e's a
legislative battle brewing here in Sacramento t hat i n two bi l ls
would forbid localities to use their local ordinanc es to di sal l ow
the sale of alcohol in gas stations .

So, what began a s kind of

an interesting research finding from ou r po i nt of view, has now
mushroomed into a major po l icy study question af f ecting publ i c
health in California.

I've already been in touch with your

office, at the request of Pat Megason who suppl'ed a memo on
questions and answers about problems associated with the sale of
alcoholic beverages.

I

don't want to repeat that memo here

today, I just want to make three key points and reference that
-nr-emrr

does bea.r.

ay that i t

upon the question of what are the p b l i c hea lth harms .

If you

have specific questions abou t t hose , I ' d be glad t o answer t hem,
but otherwise I just wa nt to go a hea d wit h three bas i c po int s
today .
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One is that substantial increases in the off sale of
alcohol availability are associated with increases in alcohol
consumption and alcohol related problems.
something that has been demonstrated.

You just take that as

I'd like to turn to what

the implications of that fact might be for California in light of
the activities of, or potential for activities, of alcohol sales
in gas stations.
The second point I'd like to cover has to do with
practices in the marketing of alcoholic beverages through
gasoline stations in a convenience format that carries with it
certain risks.

We do have some new data, some hard data if you

will, on what some of those risks might be and I'd like to review
that and third, I would like to talk briefly about the role that
local control of alcoholic beverages can play in the preventive
regulation in off sales of alcoholic beverages.

I think local

ordinances have a very critical role to play and I think much of
that was identified by the Mayor of San Jose so I will be brief
on that point.
Let me return now to the question of what would happen
if the sale of alcoholic beverages through gas stations were
essentially unregulated in California.

If there were no local

restrictions and if the State saw fit not to place any
restrictions on the sale of alcohol in gas stations per se.
--------------Ga-1-i-fo-r-n-i-a --h-as a-pp-r-ox-imately 14-,00Q- gas- stations-;

information from the State Board of Equalization.

T-hat-'-sa-----

It has also

approximately 26,000 off sale retail alcohol outlets that have
Type 20 and Type 21 licenses.

As we heard just a few minutes
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ago, it's estimated tha t a bout 1,500 off sale outlets are now
gasol ine station mini-marts.

What we have her e I think, is a

potent i al f or a very s i zabl e e xpa ns i on i n the numbe r s o f o ff sa le
outlets sell ing beer a nd wine if t her e were to be no regul a t ion
on gas stations engaging i n t he p r actiee .

I think t he ve r y r api d

increase i n t he number of conver s ions of gas s ta t i ons t o
mini-mart operations i n the last two yea r s is a n i nd i ca tion of
how quickly t he pract i ce c a n spread .

We estima t ed , whe n we did

t he study in 1984, that per haps 900 gas stations were i nvolved i n
the practice statewide .

So we now, we think

been substantial just in the last two years .

~he

i nc rease has

Though I ha ve t o

admit that that's information based on guesswork because , of
course, we don't have very good information about alcohol sal e s
in gas stations.

We don't have information about sa l es

performance except as the proprietary information 's released to
us by the companies.

We have very poor information a bout a

cumulative record of problems with the sale of a lcohol t ha t
result in such things as sales t o minors, sales to inebriated
persons and other kinds of i nf r act i ons.

So, a lot of what we're

reporting here is what we've gleaned kind of around the edges,
but we do think it's fai rl y good i nformation.
What I'd like to suggest is that if there is a very
substantial • . •
CHAIRWOMA~

DUFFY:

xcu e me-, l"er 11te""" in t e t t apt you-.

Leonard has a quest i on .
DR. WI TTMAN :

Yes.
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ASSEMBLYMAN BILL LEONARD:

Question that point, your

thesis on this point is that increased number of off sale
licensees results in a dramatic increase in alcohol consumption?
DR. WITTMAN:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN LEONARD:

In a general sense, it really

doesn't matter whether it's a service station, although your
point's well made, there's thousands of them existing as sites
available, but it could be anywhere.

•

If fast food places started

applying for off sale licenses and give a six pack of beer with
your Big Mac, that would be an equally large group of sellers who
could get into this business with the same kinds of results.

Let

me ask you, to jump to a conclusion, should we, the State,
further restrict or cap or reduce the cap in the number of off
sale licensees that are available?
DR. WITTMAN:

You mean put a

popula~ion

limit on them,

for example?
ASSEMBLYMAN LEONARD:
DR. WITTMAN:

Uh huh.

Well, I think that's certainly an

interesting area to explore.

I'd like to go back to the point

you just made that what could occur is a substantial increase in
consumption through a substantial increase in the number of off
sale outlets whether it be through fast food outlets or some
other type of commercial operation than a gas station.
t-ha-t's qui-te tr-ue a-nd I th-in-k i-E- l'ai-ses--a

I think

ve-ry-i-mpor~an-t; peHe~y'----

question for the state as well as for localities, of whether they
want to leave the environment of alcohol availability open
entirely to the marketplace and accept whatever kinds of increase
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in consumption and re lated p r oblems might occu r or whether they
want to conduct studies of the relationship be t ween avai l a b ility
and consumpt ion and problems a nd draw conclusions about the
appropria te balance of convenience of availability as traded off
agai ns t the risk of harm.

So yes, I would certai nly accept the

notion that my concerns about unregulated increases of a
substantia l type in differen t cla sses of availabil ity ought to
extend beyond consideration only o f gas stations to such areas a s
fast f ood outlets •.•
ASSEMBLYMAN LEONARD:
DR. WITTMAN:

Yeah , okay.

. • • and other public settings.

ASSEMBLYMAN LEONARD:
DR. WITTMAN:

That's good, thank you.

All right, the second point I'd like to

turn to is the question of whether there are any particular risks
associated with marketing alcoholic beverages through gas
stations in a convenience format.

There's been a good deal said

about concerns really over the structural aspects of convenience
marketing and what that might con t ribute to alcohol related
problems.

Some examples of these structural concerns are very

late night hours of operations, which we know are associated with
increased rates of drinking driving and accidents.

Not t he late

night hours of operation themselves but the fact that these
accidents occur late at night.

The presence of under age and

m1n1mal y superv1se

~t-trrg--tn

isolation -who

are without much in the way of on site monit o ring.

Practices of

advertising and promotion and store location in close association
with motoring.

For example, it's one thing to talk about
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developing prevention messages to put in the store, but you have
to think of the totality of messages not only of the prevention
signs, but also of the marketing of price specials and of
advertisements that create lifestyle inducements to sales and of
exterior advertising at the gas pump or at the street level or at
the illuminated sign in the window.

You have to look at the

totality of messages that come through advertising information in
these stations and also in the area of sales.

Of price specials

and lowering prices of alcoholic beverages to, for competitive
purposes and to boost consumption, to boost sales which; in turn,
would boost consumption.

Now, the questions have arisen whether

these kinds of structural aspects of convenience marketing in the
context of gas station sales, are in fact associated with any
visibly detectable increases in risk.

And I would like to

suggest, on the basis of some recent studies in San Diego in
which I've consulted, that we have now some information to
suggest that in fact there are some increased risk factors
operating.

A study of DUI offenders in DUI classes in San Diego

County took a breakdown of reports of purchasing and of
consumption shortly after purchasing among DUI offenders for
purchasing emanating from off sales outlets.

The off sale

outlets considered were the alcohol and gasoline sales, the
liquor store environment, the supermarket environment and the
r~ula~een-ven-ienee

s-to-re w-i t-hou-t-gasoiin-e---s-a-:te-s, and what""" the-y-------------

found I think was very interesting.

The percentage breakdowns of

these different types of off sale outlets in San Diego are as
follows:

alcohol and gasoline sales were in six percent of the
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total of off sale outlets.

Liquor store sales were 25 percent of

the total of off sa l e outlets.

Supe rmarkets we r e 22 percen t of

the total of off s ale out l ets and c onvenience stores were 47
percent of the to t a l .

Now, one would have expected if the type

of retail environment i t self were ne u tral as to creating pr oblems
that the DUI offende r s i n these classes would have reported
instances of purchasi ng alcohol ic beverages and then consuming
shortly after purchase in about the same ratio of percentages as
the ratio of stores in the area .

Bu t that did not in fact occur.

What happened instead was that the DUI offenders r eported of the
total of episodes of drinking and purchasing from all of f sale
outlets that 17 percent of those episodes occurred in the context
of purchasing from an alcohol selling gasoline station.

43

percent occurred from a liquor store, that's in comparison to the
fact that liquor stores are 25 percent of the total number of off
sale outlets, and that supermarkets contribute, which had 22
percent of the off sale outlets, contributed only 12 percent of
the episodes and convenience stores that did not sell gasoline,
which had 47 percent of the outlets, contributed only 28 percent
of the episodes.

So what we have there is a differential of

episodes of drinking and driving as a function of the type of off
sale environment in which purchasing followed by consumption
occurred.

If we were to take a ratio of the percent of episodes

aga1.nst t e percenEage o

ofr sa e outtt

, we ' d -f-Ind that

percentage of episodes for alcoho l and gasoline sal e s would be
almost three for the mini-mart type of operation, the ratio would
be about 1.72 for liquor stores.

-

For supermarkets it would be
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.65 and for convenience stores it would be .60.

So, what we have

there I think, is an illustration that the ease of purchase of
alcoholic beverages in conjunction with the sale of gasoline and
with motoring activities might in fact be a contributor to
episodes of purchasing and then drinking and driving.

Now that's

a preliminary study and the San Diego County alcohol program,
which has basically done that work, will report on it in more
detail but I wanted to bring it to your attention here because I
think it is in fact an answer to the question of can you really
say that there are some heightened risk factors associated with
sales of alcoholic beverages and gas stations and are there such
risks in differentiation to sales from regular convenience
stores?

So, I think this is the beginning of findings at the

level of precision, at the level of detail, that we really need
to be able to make sensible decisions about the public health
issues that are involved here.
I'd like to say something else too about a number of
studies that have been cited in defense of sales of alcoholic
beverages in gas stations.

And I'd like to comment on these

studies, such as the Phoenix study which was mentioned earlier,
simply from a technical point of view.

I think there are two

things wrong with studies like the Phoenix study.

First, I think

there's a kind of comparison of apples and oranges that's going
-on-he-r-e.

Compari-son of on -sale s-ou-tle-ts--wt-eh- off--sare-s - c:m:tTet s -;------------

On sales outlets by definition include drinking on the premises.
Off sale outlets in California forbid drinking on the premises.
One would hardly expect to see anywhere near the same kind of
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emanation of drinking driving episodes coming from off sales
outlets that one would see from on sales outlets.

So, in a way,

I think we're looking at kind of a mixing of apples and oranges
as I say and an inappropriate drawing of conclusions therefrom.
Secondly, there is an implication, which I think is
erroneous, to conclude that since on sales outlets do contribute
a very heavy proportion of drinking driving episodes and do in
fact need regulatory attention, that somehow off sales of
alcoholic beverages which may contribute a much smaller
percentage of drinking driving episodes, somehow don't need
regulation.

It's not true.

Both need regulation, both need

regulation in ways that are appropriate to the type of sale
that's taking place.

So, I just wanted to bring those two

concerns to your attention about the nature of such studies as
the oft cited Phoenix study.
Then finally, I'd like to just comment briefly on the
whole issue of local control and just point out a few things
about the way alcoholic beverage control works in the State of
California.

People have assumed, certainly at the local level

and perhaps also at the state level as well, that somehow the
California ABC takes care of everything.

It doesn't, nor was it

designed to, and nor does the ABC itself wish to.

There is a

section in the ABC code, Section 23790, which specifically
requ1res

e

State-no~ant

a

li~nse-when-sueh

a license

would be in violation of a valid local zoning ordinance.

That

section in the code is written in there for a very specific
purpose but the recognition again, as the Mayor of San Jose
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pointed out, that there are some aspects of the regulation of
alcohol availability that very properly belong at the city level,
Q

and that the cities have been responsive to the public health
issues inherent in such powers as I think indicated by cities
concerns that have already been identified in the voting to
restrict alcohol sales in gas stations.

In a sense, cities have

simply been doing their jobs in the context of the way the ABC
code is written and the way the whole state licensure system

•

operates.

And again, I've provided information that summarizes

the extent of local activity in this area to your staff, and you
can refer to that in more length if you like.

I think what we

have to recognize here is that the preventive value of local
regulation really can be quite substantial.

It's a very little

studied field, it hasn't received much notice to this point.

Our

research group has been one of very few places working on it.
There's myself, and I can identify only two or three other
research groups in the county that are really seriously
considering these issues, but I think what's being illustrated by
the current situation, is that there is a tremendous amount to be
gained from studying local regulatory activities to prevent
alcohol problems and that it's a set of activities which I think
the State ought to make sure it protects.

Now it can protect it,

of course, in a variety of ways and that's the legislative
-pi'GGess-

-I-t's be-yand me-.

But I did -want t-o-br-ing-to-your--- -

attention that these local powers are important to preserve and
that legislation that would remove these powers, I think would
imperil public health by removing an important source of
protection.

Thank you.
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CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Thank you very much .

I' m sure,

although I don 't have questions now, tha t as we r evi ew a ll of
this we'll be in t ouch with you.
DR. WITTMAN:

This is very he lpfu l.

Thank you .

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Thank you very muc h .

Next is Ms.

Dorothy Partridge from the Board of Education, San Lorenzo School
District.
MS. DOROTHY J. PARTRIDGE :
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY :
MS. PARTRIDGE:

Good afternoon.

Good af t ernoon.

As you said, my name is Dorothy

Partridge and I'm a member of the Board of Education of the San
Lorenzo Unified School District which is in Alameda County.

I'm

not going to, as you suggested, not going to repeat what's on the
written statement before you ••.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MS. PARTRIDGE:

Thank you.

••• but I do want to assure you that I am

not here on behalf of any prohibitionist or neoprohibitionist
movement as so many of us have been accused of over the last few
years as we've been involved in this situation.

But, I'm

speaking to you today solely on the issue of the dual sale of
alcoholic beverages and gasoline at the same business premises
and I have no quarrel with those establishments which sell liquor
only.

January, 1984, several concerned parents and other residents of
our school district came to us and expressed their concerns about
the increasing number of gasoline stations which were also

-
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beginning to sell alcoholic beverages and they came to us as
their elected representatives.

We are in an unincorporated area

and we have no city government so, since it concerned children,
they came to us and asked if we could do something about it.

So,

we had no recourse but to contact our Alameda County Board of
Supervisors, who have jurisdiction over our area, and asked them
if they could take some kind of action to prohibit the issuance
of anymore of these operations.

Before that happened, I did call

our local Alameda County Planning Department to find out how this
was possible.

How, all of a sudden, these stations were able to

sell alcoholic beverages when there had been no notification, no
chance for any public input at all.

And I was surprised to learn

that they did not have to have a public hearing or require a
conditional use permit unless they were planning to add on to the
structure of the building and supposedly then they could just go
ahead and put in this additional kind of business operation
without notifying the public that this was going to happen or
giving the public the opportunity to comment.
surprised to find this.

So I was rather

But we did write to our Supervisors and

they in turn referred the matter to the Planning Commission and
then we had several Planning Commission hearings and we were
joined by many other community groups throughout the county and
individuals throughout the county, people that I did not know,
people who-read about us through the ne-wspaper and eontatrtE!'d me-----------·
and they were interested in it.

Homeowners' associations, and

all of these young people who were the alcohol service providers,
so we had quite a county wide coalition.
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And fortunately, it

culminated i n the adoption, the enactment of a n ordinance in
September of 1984, which prohibits t he concu rre nt sale of
gasoline and alcohol i c beverages at the s ame site.
Unfortunately , it grandfathered in tho se e stablishment s which
were already in existence .
I

just took a qu i ck, informa l count.

I

th i nk there are about six gasoli ne sta t ions selling alcohol ic

beverages within say, a one mi l e rad i us in our community a nd
within our school district.
just in a short area.

The r e a re o t hers too, but this was

And in add it i on t o that, the r e are

probably about five liquor stores in addition to all the grocery
stores and 7-ll's, and drug stores that also sell alcohol.

So,

there really is no public need, in our opinion, for gasoline
stations to sell alcohol because it's readily available if that
is what a person wants to get.

Our concern, of course, is

primarily with our young people and t he kind of message that this
gives to our young people.

How can we tell them in driver

education classes that it ' s not okay to drink and drive and they
can walk out of their school and see that they can go to the
corner service station and fill up their gas tank and buy a six
pack of beer at the same time.

One of the prob l ems here too , is

that the ABC does not set a minimum age for t he c l erk i n the
mini-mart situation.

I understand that a person who is unde r 18

is allowed to sell liquor but there has been a recent cha nge, a
~od±fication

,

~~that~&

pe rson has

the constant supervision of a person who is 21 or older.

e under
Now

that supposedly means that the supervisor has to be t here
watching the clerk at al l times and I think we all know that this
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0
isn't really a realistic scenario.

Also, it's very difficult for

16 year olds to resist the peer pressure to sell alcohol to his
friends and most of these mini-marts stay open late at night too,
and if there's a single clerk in the store and you have a gang of
drivers come in and demand that they want to buy some alcoholic
beverage and they're under age, I don't think, you know, it's
going to be very difficult for someone to resist that.

So, we're

also concerned about the sale of liquor to minors which has been
found that a large percentage of the sales to minors occur at
mini-marts.

As I said, we're concerned about the sale, the

effect on our young people, but adults as well are affected by
any of these, by all these things that happen at the mini-marts,
at the gas stations that also sell alcoholic beverages and we're
concerned about the high rate of deaths, traffic deaths that are
attributed to drinking drivers.
There have been some surveys quoted here and there was
one in Orange County, an informal survey that was done of
participants in a DUI, driving under the influence program.

And

out of a total of 679 people surveyed, 51 percent did purchase
alcoholic beverages at a mini-mart gas station and 43 percent of
this group immediately consumed the beverage.

Thus, 84 percent

of those who purchased consumed immediately.

As I say, there is

a widespread support in our community for the prohibition of this
-----------cype of) o.inYoperatron and we--feeTthat we··-are for-tunate l_n _______________ _
Alameda County that our Supervisors had the foresight to enact
the alcohol gasoline station ordinance, but that this protection
should be afforded to everyone within the State.
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A weakness in

our legislation as it is in that and other counties and cities
that have th i s, i s that it is in t he form of the zoning ordinance
which can be routinely challenged.

So, and unfortunately, the

Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control shares our concern but
it lacks the statutory authority to deny gasoline stations liquor
licenses at this time .
So, that's basically our position on this and our main
thrust is the symbolism, the stateme nt that is being made and we
feel that we're perfectly agreeable t o having a mini-mar t
situation where alcohol is not sold.

I mean, I th ink it is

certai nly a convenience to the neighborhood to have this with in
walking distance, but I feel that the service sta t ion, the gas
station, is there and the primary part of its business is to sell
gasoline and if they want to sell liquor then they should you
know, open up a liquor store.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Okay, thank you.

think you said, but it's escaped me.

Let me ask you, I

Was the first compla i nt to

the School Board based on the concern that something might
happen?

Or was this a report that kids were buying alcohol at a

local mini-mart?
MS . PARTRIDGE:

There was no specific situation cited at

the time, it was just the fact that the alcohol was being
available at the gasoline station and they felt that this was a
very,

, imp t ope t thing- to- be happe ni ag pl.us-

,the_ .fact

t ha t

it would make it more rea dily a va ila bl e to minors and that it was
giving the mixed message.
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CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
very much.

The mixed message.

Okay, thank you,

Next is Dr. Larry Berg who is Director of the

Institute of Politics and Government, University of Southern
California.

Welcome.

DR. LARRY BERG:
Chairwoman.

Thank you.

Thank you, Madame

I'd like to, I haven't been here, unfortunately,

except for the last I think three witnesses.

I had to give a

speech today and I appreciate the opportunity to arrange the
calendars so I could have an opportunity to speak with you.
What I'd like to do is to talk very briefly, summarize
the research that I'm doing.

I have been on the faculty at USC

for 17 years and before that, at the University of California.
Most of that time has been in the area of criminal justice, the
judicial system and law and constitutional law.
extensive research in this area.

I have done

I had not specifically looked

at this topic until approximately two months ago and then I began
what hopefully would provide some hard data.

One of the things

that I've found in the last couple of months in looking at this
is that we all have our own views as to what is occurring and
what isn't occurring and my responsibility as a social scientist,
it seemed to me, was to go out and try and locate some data and
see what it told us about the problem which we all know is a very
real problem.

That was brought home this morning when I stopped

----------a-t a loeal liquer -stare in sant-a

Moni-ca-bef~e-driving

on crn-d

there were four teenagers there at a quarter of eight and
purchased a magnum of champagne illegally and walked out the
door, across the street and met another group of teenagers and
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p

off they went to school .

I us e t hat a s a n e xample of wha t I

think is t he heart of the pr oblem and tha t ' s a n a l cohol p r obl em
and alcohol abuse probl em .

And I sepa r a t e that between how that

is dealt with and how we deal with t he question of retail and
I'll get into that in a minute .
What I thought, what I set out to do was to do three
things.

One, beg i n a fairly comp r ehe nsive administration of a

questionnaire of DUI schools .

I have finished four schools in

the Los Angeles area, three in the valley, one in the central
city, and have data on 296 indiv i dua l s who filled out the
responses.

That is cont i nuing in other areas and I'll have

additional data as we go along.

If the committee would like

that, I would be happy to provide it.
Out of that survey, the point I just made regarding the
alcohol and chemical abuse, and I'd really like to refer to it as
chemical abuse, became very clear.
surveyed in this school.

There· were 296 individuals

30 percent of them had previously been

referred to chemical abuse programs.

44 percent of them

volunteered on the survey instrument , that they regularly
indulged in other illegal and prescriptive drugs at or about the
same time that they were drinking alcohol.

Those drugs ranged

from cocaine and heroin, marijuana, to Valium as prescribed.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
minute.

Let me stop and interrupt for a

What were tn e ages o
DR. BERG:

these

pe~~

&he

schoo l?

The ages var i ed, and I don't have that with

me, I can provide that •••
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

You don't have the range?

-
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DR. BERG:
and 45.
0

••• they tended to be between 28, 29 and 40

In that bracket.

And as you got over in the midforties,

if I recall, the incidence of narcotic abuse went down.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
DR. BERG:

Okay.

Yeah.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

0

18, 19 year olds.

DR. BERG:

I just wanted to establish .. .

•.• we're not talking about the 17,

We're talking about the •••
No, no.

These were, there were two under age

there.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
DR. BERG:

But for the most part they were all over 21.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
DR. BERG:

Okay.

Okay.

Also, 30 percent of them reported to us that

they took drugs more than once a week, and these are illegal
drugs.

Five percent were doing it daily; 25 percent of them had

one or more prior DUI's.

There was one individual there, and I

couldn't understand how he was still outside , who had five prior
violations of driving under the influence of alcohol.

We also

asked them how much time they had spent drinking prior to the
time of their arrest and out of the group the average was 5.2
hours with indulging in alcohol and drugs.

The question then

became, where did you purchase the alcohol prior to your arrest?
Four places accounted for 85 percent of the sales.

Bars with 34

-percent-; -liquor stores, 20 percent·; res-taurants-, 2o-p-ercent ;
supermarkets, 11 percent; and six percent purchased in a variety
of things including convenience stores.

Some of those were

neighborhood grocery stores, that type of store and some of them
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also sold gasoline.
is going on.

That type of data is going on and the s u rvey

I would not speculate t o a great e xte nt off of 296

but I doubt ve ry much that we' r e goi ng to f i nd a lot o f
variation.
Now, that brings me to anothe r poi nt t hat I ' d li ke t o
interject in this because it has been discus s ed be f or e , a nd it is
the Council on Alcoholism Su r vey in Or ange Coun t y .

I don 't have

the questionna ire, I don't know what was a sked, so t here f ore I
can't really comment on it.

If, as I suspect, t he question i s

have you ever bought and have you ever cons umed, the figures
aren't surprising.

But there is one other figure that I haven ' t

heard mentioned, at least from the two people who have testified
since I ' ve been here.
were arrested for DUI.

Out of that total of 679 people, seven
That is a figure of one percent.

Now, I

think that needs to be put into perspective in terms of talking
a bout the 51 percent who reportedly bought, or the 43 percent who
reported bought and consumed.

In fact, using the figures of the

Council on Alcoholism, there are seven individuals out of the
total that were arrested for DUI .

I think that also should be

kept in mind because it fits in terms of my feeling and our own
research that a very small percentage of people buy beer and wine
at a convenience store and a very small percentage of them are
also arrested.
e secona area "that

--r wauted

to- -leek

before and after arrest statistics in a community that has
implemented the ban.

I received, from the Department of Criminal

Justice here in Sacramento, data for the City of Sunnyvale and I
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would have liked to have had some others, but Sunnyvale is the
only one that had a full year of operations for which data were
0

available.

In 1982, there were 1,103 misdemeanor arrests for DUI

in the community of Sunnyvale.

In 1983 there were 1,026.

As I

understand it, the ban went into effect late 1983 in Sunnyvale.
In 1984 there were 1,129 arrests.

Now looking at the variation

of those figures, I would suggest in the terms of significance,
there is no significant variation either up or down.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Let me ask you, when you say a ban,

because what we're hearing is that most qf the communities who
ban this are banning new mini-marts.

How did Sunnyvale stop,

with their ban, did they immediately take away the licenses of
those existing?
DR. BERG:

I don't believe that was the case.

I'm sure

there were .••
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

No, I don't know of any that have

done that .••
DR. BERG:

••• some here in the audience that can answer

that.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

So, in other words, the numbers

stayed basically the same ••.
DR. BERG:

That's right.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

••• because of the fact that there

,we-r-e- no- cha-n-g-e-s-. - - ·--------------DR. BERG:

I would suggest that the numbers stayed

basically the same because there's no correlation between the
amount in availability of the arrest of drunk drivers.
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CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

We ll , I mi ght disagree with you on

that, but let's say that , at least we ' re not talking about the
fact that the numbers of opportunities changed substantially.
The ban meant that no one else could come in and put i n a
mini-mart and sell alcohol.
DR. BERG:

That ' s accurate.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Okay.

The availability . ••

Those that were there did not

stop selling.
DR. BERG:
number went up.

Then it wou l d be interesting as to why the

I think another way of looking at consumption

would be to look at consumption patterns in the State of
California.

How much beer and wine is consumed in the state?

How many ABC licenses are there?

And what are the trends?

What

we see is going back to 1976, and I've obtained these figures
from ABC, the number of licenses has increased rather
substantially.

There were 3,580 more Type 20 off sale licenses

in California in 1985 than there were in 1976.

In terms of the

consumption patterns, consumption of beer in the State of
California has been stable or flat, for the last four years.
has gone up in two and down in two.

It

In those same four years,

the number of increased off premises licenses in 1985 increased
451; 1984, 461; 1983, 436; and 1982, 120.

In net effect what I'm

suggesting is the percentage of licenses has gone up each year
s1.nce I9"8U whereas

-c-crnsumption -o£-- beer and wine has- not.

.How.

that doesn't suggest, and you can ' t draw, and I would not draw
the conclusion •••
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0

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Let me interrupt you a second there.

Now, I thought you were talking about just consumption of beer.
OR. BERG:

0

That's what I am talking about.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Okay, you just threw in beer and

wine.
OR. BERG:

0

and wine.

Oh, I'm sorry.

I'm so used to saying beer

Beer.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

the consumption of beer.

Okay, because you're talking about
Now, the studies that I've seen, not

studies but just numbers that I've seen, the beer industry is
crying because if what you say is absolutely right •••
OR. BERG:

And the wine industry.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

••• because it came in things like

wine spritzers and all that type of thing which cut into the beer
consumption.
DR. BERG:

I would agree.

The only countervailing

evidence is that the wine industry also has been crying.

I would

suggest that the nationwide trend, which is also down, is that we
in effect, have a change in lifestyle.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
that?

Okay, you're going to talk about

Is that .•.
DR. BERG:

I'm going to mention that as •••

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
--------------------oR .-

Okay.

s-Eac;-:--;-.----;-on·e- fac·tc:r:rlfi- tnea·ecrease .- ------------------------

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Okay.

I just want to make sure when

you say beer •••
DR. BERG:

I'm talking beer.
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CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY :

• • • you ' re talking beer .

When you say

beer and wine you're talking about t otal beer and wine.
DR. BERG:

There's another i nt eresting study, Madame

Chairwoman, that I think the committee would find of interest,
and that is, i t's the most comprehens i ve that I' ve seen in t he
province of Ontario in Canada.

In Ontario in Canada, you have a

highly restricted off sale process .

State s t o r es , etc .

What it

was was a nationwide study relating t o t he re l ationship bet ween
availability , number of retai l out l ets, drunk driving and
consumption.

If I might read the two sentences or three

sentences that were a conclusion, and I can provide the reference
for the committee.

"It should be c l early emphasized at this

point that recent studies have indi c ated that the weight of
evidence suggests the negative relationship between the number of
outlets and arrests for drunkenness and traffic accidents".

They

went on in their analysis and looked at Europe and also looked at
the United States.

Looked at what occurred during the periods of

prohibition, what occurred dur i ng l ocal prohib ition which , until
recently, still existed in some states, and they also looked in
Europe where a variety of advertisi ng bans had been opposed,
different marketing arrangements had been opposed a nd what they
found basica l ly, was no t a relationship between sal e s .
want to drink, they will drin k .
ana a

onge r

People

If t hey have to dr i ve farther

to get- . t-, which -±s- "eef'-t:ainly

-:y,@-~

Canada, the odds of them having an accident are greater.

And I

think that probably was one of the bases for their point .
there is some hard evidence around and there are some data .
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But
And

I would suggest that we take a look at it.

Also, the third

component of what I was looking at is what the people of the

0

State of California feel about the problem, about the impact of
convenience stores, what consumption patterns do they report on
their own?

0

In March of this year I did a random sample survey of

1,250 registered voters in the State of California.
group, 1,234 responses were valid and were used.

Out of that

What we found

is that 44 percent of those responding never shopped at any
convenience store.

With gas or without gas.

We found that 35

percent of them never shopped at a convenience store selling
gasoline.

So it would appear that there are a number of people

going in just to purchase gasoline.

82 percent of the

respondents never shopped more than once a week.

Out of the

total sample, and there's very little variation throughout the
state, there's some in the valley but not much, 18 percent
reported ever buying beer and wine at a convenience store.

Out

of that 18 percent, 60 percent reported that they did so less
than once a week.

We also asked, a customary question that is

asked in most polls an open ended question, as to what do you see
as the most severe problems in your local community?

There were

17 different problem areas listed by the respondents before we
hit what I arbitrarily describe as the one percent cutoff.
Anything that wasn't agreed to by more than one percent of the
-----------people was not tabul-ated separate-ly--;-- Net-e-n-e-r---conven1.ence sl:ores -----nor drunken driving was listed in that survey.

I also asked in

terms of the level have you heard and what did you know about
proposals to ban, regulate, etc.

A very high percentage of
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people are aware of the debate that's going on.

I t's one o f

those rare times when you do a survey and t he r e ' s a hig h
percentage who have some information about what is going on.

In

asking them whether or not they would suppor t a ban on the sale
of beer a nd wi ne in convenience stores t hat al s o s e l l gasoline,
51 percent preferred to leave things a lone wi t hout a ba n, 22
percent preferred a ba n and did not s pec if y a l eve l of
government, I have anot her q uestion o n that, 23 pe r cent s a id that
they would like to see additional regulations rega r ding p romotion
and sales.

We then as ked what leve l of gove r nment do you believe

should be responsible for regulation at convenience stores that
also sell gasoline?

42 percent responded state government, 31

percent responded no government at all and 23 percent responded
local government.

We also asked people , the respondents, and

these are registered voters not residents overall, if they
thought that the convenience stores that sold gasoline created
serious problems, or problems that aren't serious, or no
problems.

Out of that group, find my figure here, 23 percent

thought that they created serious problems .

In terms of, excuse

me for one moment, we're trying to determine what type of
proble~s

problems.

thought might be associated, getting back to the serious
23 percent would create serious problems, 46 percent

said it is not a problem or they are not a problem, 26 percent
-sa±d they ar-e--a- -p-r~m

a. .s..etio.u..a _p.rcll.l

refused to answer or didn ' t know .

nd the rest

In t erms of t he kinds of

problems, we asked if they thought t he r e were too many
convenience stores and 21 percen t thought there we r e t oo many, 62
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percent thought the number was about right, and seven percent
thought there were too few.

I then aske4 the question, "Some

people say that government should ban the sale of beer and wine
at convenience stores that also sell gasoline."
figures, as I mentioned, were 22, 23 and 51.

And again the

In terms of the

local government, the question was worded as follows:

"Some

people say that local government should be responsible for
dealing with the sale of beer and wine at convenience stores that
also sell gasoline.

Some other people say that state government

should establish uniform guidelines for local governments to use
in dealing with this issue while others say that government
should not be involved in this area at all."

And I read that

question to indicate to you the nature of the type of questions
we asked.

In terms, yes?
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Let me ask, where did you say that

this was conducted?
DR. BERG:

I conducted the poll out of my Institute

statewide using a random sample of voters.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Okay, now you were using registered

voters?
DR. BERG:

Yes I was.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

You're necessarily using what we

think are responsible people •••
-----------·-----9R.. . --- BERG-:- Tha t_j s my-viewo··---CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
DR. BERG:

••• over age 18.

That's right.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Okay.
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DR. BERG:

I also looked at those 23 percent who thought

it was a serious problem to see what their views are on what
should be done, if anything.

61 percent of the group that

thought it was a serious problem thought that the State should
regulate it.

26 percent thought that the local government should

regulate it.

11 percent, and this is an amazing figure it seems

to me for those who consider this to be a serious problem, 11
percent didn't want anybody to do anything.

Presumably even

though they thought it was a problem, let things go on.

In

effect, what I'm suggesting is that 77 percent of the respondents
say that they saw that there were problems in their mind,
preferred statewide or no regulations.

In terms of uniform

statewide regulations, we asked a series of questions related to
that, two seem appropriate.

30 percent strongly favored

statewide, 28 percent somewhat favored, 23 percent strongly
opposed, and 17 percent somewhat opposed, or distribution of 58
percent somewhat or strongly favoring and 40 percent somewhat or
strongly opposing.

In terms of a statewide prohibition, we asked

a question regarding that topic.
statewide prohibition.

21 percent strongly favored a

17 percent were somewhat favorable .

25

were somewhat opposed and 36 percent were strongly opposed.
In conclusion, what I would suggest is that we have an
area that's not unlike many other areas in social science,
------~a~l~t~h_o_u_g~h~t~h~e_r_e
--~
i_
s __
a __g_o_o~d~d~e-a~l~o-f~l~i~t-e_r_a~t_u_r~e~o~n~t~h"l's~·i~n-.tLh~e---------·----sociology field and that's something I'm looking into more.
would suggest that I cannot find hard data.

I

I can find a lot of

views, including my own, or anyone else's about what it is that
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exists.

One of the points that I would make is I believe we need

this kind of data.

0

This is just a small little beginning.

And I

would think that the resources that should be put into making
this kind of data available, it's there.

We have literally

thousands of people in driving under the influence schools in

0

this state.

It would seem to me that that is a good source of

actual behavior.

My concern is that I cannot find any evidence

other than opinionated evidence, that there is any relationship
between consumption, type of retail outlet, number of retail
outlet, number of retail outlets.

There is not evidence also

that suggests, or indicates without a doubt, that there is.

What

I'm suggesting to you is that until there is evidence, I would
think that we need to look at the overall problem, which is
alcoholism and alcohol abuse.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Thank you, Madame Chairman.

Thank you.

Let me ask you, and I

agree with you on the need for more data.

Would you support a

moratorium on any further bans of these mini-marts until we had
the data?

Until we had a conclusive study?

If we put an

effort .••
DR. BERG:

I think I could support a moratorium on that

if we had a moratorium on bans in local communities during the
same 18 months while we proceed this, so that the data base that
would come out of it would also be made available to local
-------c-ommurirt:les so-- tha-t they then -can make up their own minds on that
issue.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
DR. BERG:

Okay.

Thank you, very much.

That's in my own personal view.
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Thanks.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Okay.

Thank you.

Next is Mr . Robert

Reynolds, Chief of Alcohol Programs, Department of Health
Services, County of San Diego.
MR. ROBERT REYNOLDS:

Good a fternoon.
Thank you very much.

I appreciate

the opportunity to be here and it is also very timely because we
have some hard data that is now available for the first time and
I'm actually pleased to be able to present tha t t o you t oday.
I'd l ike to focus my remarks on three areas basica l ly .
One is the proliferation of gas station mini-mar t s and make the
observation that much of what we've been hearing today is the
retrospective versus the prospective definition of the problem.
Any comment which is made about the relative role of mini-marts
is based on retrospective data when in fact there were very few
mini-marts.

I think that what is before the body is what is the

likely impact with the proliferation that we're viewing?

The

community opinion polls that you're hearing are based on opinions
today and do not reflect what may be the circumstance if the
trends that we now can document are permitted to continue.

So

really, I find that the retrospective studies at this point are
not particularly helpful.

Because we have not had a large number

of mini-marts and we have some data in the San Diego study that
shows that with that proliferation there will be a very large
increase in particular drinking and driving incidents.

I'd also

on
availability generally, and then the differential effects of
mini-marts on drinking and driving.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Okay.
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Thank you .

MR. REYNOLDS:

The mini-mart development is a very

recent phenomenon in California beginning basically in the early
?o•s.

At the early stage, the State Department of Alcohol

Beverage Control banned such concurrent sales basically because
of deficiencies in the law and the evidence of those bans were

0

overruled by the Courts.

And so at this point the Department of

Alcoholic Beverage Control is not in a position to control, in
any respects, the development of these types of outlets.

•

We do

not know the actual rate of proliferation because ABC does not
keep the data by type of outlet except by the type of sales.
So they don•t know how many of their class 20 outlets are in
mini-marts as opposed to just other, regular beer and wine
outlets.

In San Diego County there are today about 1,000

gasoline stations, or outlets selling gasoline of which about ten
percent sell alcohol.

That represents at this moment, only six

percent of total off sale alcohol outlets.
liberal figure.

And that•s a very

We had old data that was actually demonstrated,

it was only three percent, but given the trends, we doubled it
just for the sake of research conservatism.

If those remaining

900 outlets succumb to what is obviously the business and
economic pressure, and make application for beer and wine sales,
and there•s nothing to prohibit them from doing so, we would have
a 50 percent increase in the number of off sale outlets in San
D-ie(j-G Count-y.

rrhat i-s -a ve-ry substant-ia-l inc-rea-se in the-----------------------

relative availability of alcohol within a county.

So we•re

looking at an existing industry with sites already in place.
It•s not like someone•s going in to open a new business.
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It•s

really converting an existing business and we've very little
data.

So, we're looking at what is a very broad proliferation of

outlets.

We do know there is hard data on the health effects of

alcohol availability generally.

It's been summarized and

reviewed by the National Academy of Sciences for the federal
government and we do know that increases of alcohol availability
lead to increases in consumption, lead to increases in alcohol
problems.

Really, that's very well developed research at this

point and it's available in the scientific literature.
It's interesting, I think today that those of us who,
that in California, alcohol sales have come to be seen as just
normal, economic business.

That alcohol is just another

commercial product and somehow it shouldn ' t be treated any
differently than any other commercial product.

I think that

alcohol is a different type of commercial product.

It is an

addictive, depressant drug, and certainly our laws, if not public
attitude today, demonstrates the fact that it does require some
special consideration in regulation.

I think it's ironic that

those of us who suggest those sorts of things are immediately
labeled as neoprohibitionists or as prohibitionists and somehow
discounted.

The fact of the matter is, alcohol should be

considered in a different view than other commercial activity.
It has threats and dangers for our society and of course as I'm
---concerned,

r-

think the pendtdum-has--swttn<J

oo far

availability without consideration of the consequences of that
availability, in spite of the fact that there is good research
evidence.
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0
I'd like to turn now to the relationship of mini-marts,
particularly as it is relating to drinking driver problems.

One

of the companies not available here today is Wickland Oil
Company.
relevant.

0

They have published some items which I think are
They report sales data indicating that 70 percent of

those purchasing alcohol also purchase gasoline and that 40
percent of beer sales in their mini-marts are single cans rather
than larger purchases.

Clearly, these are sales which are

heavily dependent or are driven by the need for immediate
consumption and consumption in cars.

What we tried to do is

exactly what the prior speaker said, to survey those who are
known to be drinking drivers, our drinking driver population.

We

surveyed 1,300 convicted drinking drivers that was comprised of
628 first offenders and 705 multiple offenders, to find out
basically if there is a differential effect by type of outlet on
certain types of drinking behavior.

That's the new wave of

research, as it were, in the alcohol field.

To be able to

differentiate sales generally with specific kinds of alcohol
problems.

And there is hard evidence in the field that certain

kinds of sales and certain types of locations can be related to
certain types of alcohol problems.

All the way from cirrhotic

death rate to drinking and driving.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Let me stop you right there.

In

-oth-e-r- words you're saying that a-different envir-onment produces a
different type of drinker?
MR. REYNOLDS:

That you can't •••

A different sales environment leads to

different types of sales and different types of alcohol problems.
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For instance, in San Diego currently mini-marts comprise
approximately six percent of our outlets.

Now the studies that

were cited earlier indicate drinking drivers seldom cite
mini-marts.

Well, when the market ' s only six percent it ' s not

unusual that it's slightly noted by t he individual.
happens if mini-marts become 50 percent?

Because what

You know, I think it's

reasonable to assume that that site as a site of purchase will
increase the relationship to the numbers of outlets available.
So that's the control variable in these studies that hasn ' t been
cited previously and that was the control variable that we tried
to cite.

Our data actually became, what was quite interesting,

the principal finding of the study is that there is a
relationship between where people buy alcohol and where they
drink it.
horne.

People who buy alcohol in supermarkets drink it at

People who buy alcohol in convenient locations tend, are

much more likely, to drink it in public places with all of the
hazards that that poses for the public in general.

In particular

in San Diego County, and of course this is just San Diego County,
mini-marts constitute six percent of off sale outlets but claim
15 percent of purchases and 17 percent of subsequent drinking in

a car occurrences among those convicted· of a DUI.

Basically, the

study indicates that mini-marts account for approximately three
times the expected proportion of drinking and driving occurrences
given

e1r es t 1mac ea ou·t tet share .

surprising data.

t hat's,

-tM

It certainly is cause for concern when we have

the potential for, we are experiencing, a very dramatic expansion
in these types of outlets.
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I think that our study raises a couple of very important
issues, one is that data by an outlet type in distribution is
very limited, thus making it extremely difficult for public
health researchers to assess the impact of mini-marts on overall
alcohol availability.

Second, the proportional share of

mini-mart outlets, six percent, in relation to share of
purchases, 15 percent, and subsequent drinking in a car, 17
percent, clearly suggests that mini-marts disproportionately
contribute to problem behavior, i.e. drinking and driving.

The

data indicates that mini-marts account for three times their
expected proportion of outlets.
I believe that there is more than ample hard evidence
regarding alcohol problems related to mini-marts to support the
prohibition of such outlets.

0

I have not commented in my remarks

today about sales to minors and some of the other attendant
problems, and also, I know my daughter, when I ask her -- she's
in junior high -- you know where do they go after school, you
know they go to convenience stores and mini-marts.

And I think

there's lots of symbolic issues that are involved, as for
instance, in this when you look at who is walking to make
purchases. I think you're looking at adolescents and children, I
don't think you're looking at adults.

I think we adults tend not

to walk anywhere, so I think that those are some of the areas of
inquir y--rna t: mfgnt- oe explored furt:l1er - rn- t-erms of----wh-a-t---i---s-th:e
relationship in the adolescent population and in, actually the
experience of being an adolescent, and when you first are
experiencing your purchasing power in outlets that are displaying
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single cans of beer, and precooled.

Regrettably, not all of the

outlet owners show the responsibility of the large corporates,
nor do they have the liability and risk factors that the la r ge
corporates evidence in their server training, but even i n t hat
instance, there is good data about sales to minors in these types
of outlets.

I did not include that today.

I think, however, that even were there a n a bsence of
such specific data relating to mini-marts, that the new
scientific research linking availabi l" y to consumption to
problems mandates caution and should shift the burden of proof
from the public health advocate to the individuals who wish to
sell alcohol to demonstrate that the expansion will not harm the
public health.

There is no state in the country that has more

readily available alcohol than California, at cheaper prices.

We

also have alcohol consumption that is 20 percent over the
national average and alcohol p roblems that are closely associated
with that.

It is so easy to buy alcohol, and so many ways, that

I think that it would be well for us to approach with great
caution any expansion, and I'm sorry that Mr. Leonard's no longer
here, I think that was his question, but particularly in an
industry where we are creating an economic necessity.

I think

that we should stop that as quickly as we can and take a good
hard look at that.

Do we really wish to make it a part of our

culture that the sale of gasoline is economically viable only
when it's associated with the sale of alcoholic beverages?

I

think there are problems with the fact that perhaps we don't
wish, we must grandfather in existing services, but I think we
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0
certainly should create a climate where it's not necessary for
the remaining gasoline outlets to have alcohol sales as a

0

necessary and sufficient condition for their continuing to
provide services to the public.
I think that we should look at the data in other states.
Mini-marts have done very well in Pennsylvania where they are
forbidden by law from selling alcohol.

So I don't think that the

mini-mart industry is dependent, either on gasoline, or the
gasoline industry dependent on the mini-mart end of the business.
We have states where those economic functions are clearly
differentiated, and to the best of my knowledge, actually
Pennsylvania has
in the Union.

mo~e

mini-marts per capita than any other state

And to my knowledge, the gasoline industry is not

failing in Pennsylvania either.

So I don't believe that there

are the economic necessities that were spoken to earlier.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
thoughtful.

Thank you very much, that was very

The next speakers are Mr. Bill Matthie and Mr. Bob

Van Zile from Southland Corporation.

Okay, I just would caution

you, we're starting to run late and you're dividing your time so
I'm going to keep you to it.
MR. MARK APREA:

Madame Chairwoman, my name is Mark

Aprea, Mr. Van Zile could not be here and what I'll do is just
let Mr. Matthie speak and if •••
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. APREA:

Okay.

••• there are any questions that I might be

able to respond to then I'll do that.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Great, thank you.
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Good afternoon.

MR. BI LL MATTHIE:

Good afternoon Madame Chairwoman.

Thank you for allowing Southland Corporation to be represented
here today to talk about the issue before us.

I would like to

state that unfortunately Bob Van Zi le could not be here.

Bob is

a franchisee owner/operator of a convenience store that does sell
gasoline in the city of Salinas.

Unfortunately, he had an

emergency that required him not to be able to be here today.

I

would like to state, one of the reasons that he did want t o be
here, and we would like to have been, he is an independen t
businessman or a franchisor that is faced with exactly what we're
talking about today.

The city of Salinas is proposing , not only

a ban, but a retroactive ban, so obviously he has some concern
for his own personal livelihood and more so just some personal
concerns about the issue at hand, plus his opportunity to grow in
the business community, and I'd like to state that he's a very
reputable businessman within the community and also was a past
law enforcement officer that unfortunately couldn ' t be here, but
I will try to do the best I can on his behalf.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MATTHIE:

Okay.

What I'd like to do basically is just

state that I am Bill Matthie.

I'm the Community Relations

Manager for the Western Region, which is responsible for some
2000 stores in the western part of the United States.
tu concen trate tnainiy,

I ' d like

though , and just talk abettt the HG-0

stores that we have operating in the State of California.

Of

those 1200 stores, approximately 95 percent of those stores are
franchised and owned by independent business people in their
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respective communities.

Approximately 240 of those stores sell

gasoline concurrently with beer and wine.

I would like to state

that it is pretty much concentrated throughout the entire state
as far as that particular condition that exists.

I'd also like

to state that that particular growth from the standpoint of 7-11
stores, has been on a very steady and realistic progress as far
as the numbers of stores that have obtained gasoline with beer
and wine stations.

•

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MATTHIE:

Over ten years ago.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MATTHIE:

When did you start that concurrent ••.

Okay.

So this is something that's really not new

for us in our particular industry.

I'd like to point out that I

find it to be almost ironic that in some ways what we're talking
about here today is an issue that really is targeted to a very
select industry, and that is the convenience store industry, and
including that would like to sell gasoline or is selling
gasoline.

And what makes that so ironic is the fact that it is

probably one of the most responsible retailers of beer and wine
in this state.

And I'd like to support that by making several

comments.
One is 7-11 stores, approximately three years ago, found
it necessary that we need to be more responsible in the community
---------as- far as oeal1ng w1tn-tne wnole arena of a

con o~

obviously selling beer and wine was our attention.

abuse ana
Three years

ago we went into a program that was called Come Of Age.

That

particular program dealt with many facets of the problems that
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surround the selling of beer and wi ne .
that.

I'd like to comment on

I have these that I'd like to pass out to you that you can

have at your future.

This is the prog ram a nd i t s intent .

I'd like to just recap what t he p rogram you have before
you is and I'm sure that it's a lot of ma t eria l , and you probably
would like to review it at another time o r you ' r e more than
welcome to open it up and ask questions about i t , but I'd l ike to
just review it very briefly.

It conc en tra t es on four basic areas

that we feel are very important to the sale o f be er and wine in
our stores.
Number one is a concept of the basic area that all of us
are concerned with , and all the people that testified up here
today, and that is the sales to minors.

And I'd like to state

that this program is an intensive training program that has, in
turn, trained in the State of California , to date, more than 8000
store clerks, franchisees and store managers in this particu l ar
program.

I'd also like to state that Southland began a very big

program in the total training nationally.

We have trained more

than 60,000 employees in the United States on this particular
program that you have before you.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Let me stop you and ask something.

Now you say that you've had the concurrent sale for over 10
years.
MR. MATTHIE:

That's correct.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

It was three years ago that you got

involved in this educational movement.
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What caused that?

MR. MATTHIE:

I think just, I think realizing, number

one, is that there was a problem.

And perhaps, we weren't doing

what we, perhaps, should have been doing.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MATTHIE:
minors.

What problem?

The problem of beer and wine sales to

The number one problem that I think has been before us

for a long, long time.

It was when I was a teenager, it is

today.

I don't think that has changed too significantly over the

years.

I can remember my father saying, "you know son you should

not buy ••• "
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

I mean ten years ago, or let's say

seven years ago, you had kids that were hanging out and buying
and there wasn't much public reaction and so it wasn't much of a
problem for you.

Three years ago you had, by then, Mothers

Against Drunk Driving and a lot of public outcry and is that the
type of thing that caused you, just the societal change of people
getting upset that this is going on, or was there just more kids
drinking?
MR. MATTHIE:

No, I would say it was more than more

public awareness of what was happening •••
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MATTHIE:

Okay.

... and I think, you know, the Mothers

Against Drunk Driving was a very significant factor.
--------

And I'll

talk about that in a minute.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MATTHIE:

Okay.

Obviously selling to minors, the most key

ingredient in selling to minors is the ability to identify those
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that are underage.

And I'd like to state that at this time

checking !D's, this is probably the most significant of this
particular program, of this concept, and that is if you come to
7-11, be prepared to have your ID checked.

And that it's our

recommendation that, not to check for 21 but you'll check !D's if
you look under the age of 26.

What we are attempting to do here

is to take a lot of that decision process that has to take place
between the sales clerk and the person that is attempting to buy
beer and wine at that time.

And it's basically putting more

emphasis in that particular area.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MATTHIE:

Are your clerks under 21?

Some of our clerks are under 21, yes.

Some of them are not, though.

A lot of them are adults, all the

way from 21 to in the ages of 60's.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

So it's a full spectrum.

Is there a problem if you have, I

don't know, an 18-year-old clerk trying to card somebody who's 26
and is a little irate?
MR. MATTHIE:

I would say, like this, if I were -- I'm

going to back up a minute.

I was a store clerk back in 1963 so I

personally was confronted by that and the way that I'd answer
that is if I was an individual that had not been properly trained
in how to deal with a situation, then yes, it could be very, very
intimidating, and I think, as mentioned before, education does
play a major role

~n be~ng

ao e t o IaentlTy

em ana wor

the whole arena of selling to minors.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

So your young clerks, you feel, are

not intimidated?
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MR. MATTHIE:

I can't say on a particular incident that

I could go in and say that's not happening.

But I can say that

if that clerk, and I must identify that if there's a 16-year-old
in the clerk business, there's a state law that indicates that
that store must be supervised by an adult.

I don't know if

anybody is aware of that.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

•

Right, but we're also aware, in this

arena, that supervision can mean many things •
MR. MATTHIE:

Sure, but I think it's also important to

realize, as stated earlier, that the majority of your convenience
stores that operate in this state, whether they have gasoline or
not, are family owned/operated businesses.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

So what you're saying is that they

have got a lot at stake.
MR. MATTHIE:

Absolutely.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MATTHIE:

Okay.

Absolutely.

Obviously ID's are very

important and education and teaching, you know, what's a legal
ID, and, you know, the print on there is pretty small and that
education training process is very important.

So what happens to

an individual who is confronted with someone who is underage and
trying to buy beer and wine, education of how to handle that, how
to turn the person down, how to professionally deal with that,

0

and that is a very important part of this whole process in
educating training.
The second area which has not really been talked about,
and I don't know if you have any questions on it, but there's a
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term called t hi rd-party sales , and I t h ink th i s goes beyond, and
it hasn ' t bee n addressed at all in any of t he s t a t istics tha t
have gone ou t or probab l y even asked i n questions.
what t h ird-pa rty sales is .

I will define

That is when a person who i s a n a dult

(legal age) to buy beer and wine or alcohol ic beverages i s ei t he r
asked or accosted to purchase wine fo r a minor, or beer and wine
for a minor, or it could be an adult tha t purchases it for
someone at home as a parent , etc.

But the key here is the

educat i on process is important to train an employee how to
perceive if that in fact's go i ng on and understand that is a
violation of law and how to deal with it.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
and I'm going to buy wine.

Now give me, I walk into your store
Now you're going to ask me if I'm

going to take it home to my teenagers?
MR. MATTHIE:

No, the perception is it's based on

information provided to them that that is going on, if they
knowingly know that's happening.

In most cases what we're

talking about is someone outside the store asking an adult, and
that is knowingly seen or you're aware of somebody who ' s told you
that that ' s going to happen.

And it does happen.

I had it

happen to me .
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
·-------

Oh, I know it happens, I think that's

what's given you, in some instances, a bad reputation in
neighborhoods where adults say I don 't want to go to that s t ore
because t he r e are kids waiting ther e tha t a r e go i ng to a s k me to
buy.

So you're saying that the cler k i nside would see that .
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MR. MATTHIE:

If there is awareness on that clerk's

part, they have a responsibility.

0

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MATTHIE :
is the law.

To do what?

To deal with that and refuse a sale.

That

If they are aware that that's taking place.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

So, then, I'm going to be turned out

to the -- the clerk's going to refuse me and I've got to go out
in the parking lot where this gang of kids is waiting to get me,
because I didn't bring the booze.

Tell me, how do you train for

that?
MR. MATTHIE:

That is what the law states as what that

person is responsible to do.

They are to refuse, that's written

right in the state codes.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MATTHIE:

We could go on in that but •••

Sure •••

UNIDENTIFIED VOICE:
MR. MATTHIE:

Okay.

We don't have time •••

Of course, the other is teaching and

educating someone how to do that properly, and there are, by the
way, ways to do that.

And I'm going to conclude a little bit on

what's happened in experience with us.
The third area is sales to intoxicated persons.

And I

think that the important thing here again, is training and
education, how to recognize that and distinguish between somebody
who is intoxicated and somebody who might have a handicap.
Again, teaching them how to turn down in a proper businesslike
way.

I'd like to also state that all of our testing that we do

concentrates specifically on all programs that deal, or all laws
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that deal, with the selli ng o f beer and wine in the State of
California.

Every empl oyee is , again, tested and is not

certified until they ' ve been able to pass the tes t .

I ' d like to

also just state that our stores are gi ve n a whole series of point
of sale material which I have samples of and I 'll j ust leave
these with you, that are colorful and to the po i nt.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Are these clas ses g iven dur i ng the

employee's regular working hours?
MR. MATTHIE:

That is correct .

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MATTHIE:

They' r e pa i d to •• •

••. do this.

I'd like to just point out the class e s are

given to franchisees, new franchisees when they go through their
training period.

There's an intensive part of that program.

All

new employees go through a three-day training program, receive it
there.

If there is an employee that has not been able to go to

that training program Southland even goes out to the stores and
will train employees out at stores , and yes, they are paid to do
that.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Is it fair to ask you, I should have

asked Atlantic Richfield, because I just thought of

it~

and just

tell me if it's not fair --what do you start a new employee at?
What do you pay them?
MR. MATTHIE:

Well that's • ••

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MATTHIE:

Is it an hourly r ate?

That is a, well, being a franch i se

operation, that's up to the franchisee to determine what
obviously can't be less than the minimum wage, but the franchisee
determines what wage they will pay t hat emp l oye e .
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CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Is it fair to say that they probably

start at minimum?
MR. MATTHIE:

I would say that's not necessarily always

the case.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MATTHIE:

Yes, I couldn't give you averages •••

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MATTHIE:

Okay.

Okay.

••• or a nything like that.

So point of

sale becomes an important element in doing one thing and that is
helping us inform our customers that they need to come of age,
make them aware that this is what we're doing in our particular
store.
I'd also like to state that this particular program
being even as intense as it's laid out across the nation and in
California, there are some other things that have raised our
involvement in dealing with this particular issue as far as
alcohol.

I'd like to state that last year Southland Corporation

with the help of some experts that deal in the field of
developing curriculums for education mailed out a Come Of Age
program that dealt with educating all the middle and junior high
schools in the United States.

We sent out more than 45,000

packets to those schools to use to help them in their curriculums
in dealing with education of alcohol abuse in our society today.
I'd also like to state that at this point, we have
signed an endorsement that we will be distributing here, in the
month of May, with the cooperation of the federation, the
National Federation of Parents for Drug Free Youths, and endorsed
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by MADD, a program that is deali ng with a program, call it a
pamphlet form, that will deal wit h the g r aduations and proms of
1986.

And it is basically going to be sent to more than 25 ,000

h igh schools, to the principals, tha t i s a program that says how
to put on a substance free graduation day and prom.

And I think

t hat ' s anot her commitment of Southland to be involved withi n the
communi t y .
I ' d also like to state that Southland is being
responsibl e in this particular area, and many, many areas worked
wi th t he l ocal MADD organizations in doi ng such t h ings as f r e e
coffee on holidays, and during the Ch ri s t mas t ime , and I could
just go o n and enumerate the numbers of programs that ha ve gone
on.

But I think what it does show i s the responsible position

that this corporation has taken.
I'd also like to state that al t hough it's not exemplary
of what we do, it's not unique to the industry and , Chai r woman,
I'd like to state at this time, I had mentioned earlier, that I
felt that this industry has taken more responsibility in their
direction towards this particular problem than any other retail
outlet in this state.

Forty-five pe r cent of the convenience

stores that operate in this state have some type of server
training or customer ID program, goi ng on right now.
I'd also like to conclude a nd just s t ate that in dealing
with the problem of alcohol and how it relates to the gasoline
issue, that the one summary that we have found,

a~d

a difficulty

that we're having in this unfairness that's going on at this
point is the lack of finding a fact that deals with the dec i sion
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process in determining that there should be a ban on the
concurrent sale of these two items.

I'd like to comment on a

couple of figures and statements that were mentioned earlier.
I'd like you to know that there are some 1200 customers
per day walk through 7-11 stores in California.

And if you do

your mathematics, that's over, pretty close to a million and a
half people every day walk through our doors.

And I'm the

Community Relations Manager for this particular geographical area
I

and I cannot count on my hands the numbers of letters that I have
received that even deal with the problem of this specific issue.
And when you talk about the number of people that walk through
0ur doors every day and use our business, that alone tells us
that there's some customer acceptance of what we're providing as
a service in that community.

I'd also like to comment that the proliferation of
~icenses

is most certainly a concern of ours, and that what we

NOuld like to see is some type of legislation that will deal in a
very fair way, whether it be a gasoline station or whether it be
a convenience store or whether it be a liquor store or whether it
~e

a bar or a restaurant.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

~hings.

Now that's really all we're asking.
Okay, let me ask you a couple of

Of the 1200 stores in California, you said that 240 of

them had dual sale, of the approximately 800 others what do they
:iave?
MR. MATTHIE:

Of the 1200 stores that we have •••

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MATTHIE:

You said that about ••.

We have 1200 stores •••
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CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MATTHIE:

••• convenience stores of which 240 •••

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MR. MATTHIE:

••• stores in California •••

••• 240 have •••

••• sell gasoline.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Oh, okay, so the others don't sell

gasoline.
MR. MATTHIE:

That's correct.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Okay, that's what I wasn't clear on.

Okay, thank you very much.
MR. MATTHIE: All right, thank you.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Our next speaker is Lt. Nolan Dane

with the Torrance Police Department.
LT. NOLAN DANE:

Madame Chairwoman.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
LT. DANE:

Good afternoon.

I would like to give a little background on

myself so that when I answer or make my presentation some of
which deals with law enforcement aspects of the issue here.

I've

been with the Torrance Police Department going on 19 1/2 years,
ten years of that have been, in one capacity or another, in vice
and narcotics enforcement, the last 4 1/2 years of which have
been as commander of the Vice and Narcotics Division in the city
of Torrance.

For the members of the committee, Torrance is the

fourth largest city in Los Angeles county and it has a population
of approximately 133,000, however, it has a daytime population of
approximately 500,000.

So it is a busy city.

Over the last 4 1/2 years, specifically the issue of the
sales of beer and wine at gas stations, has come to me on
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0
individual applications periodically.

However, in the last year

and a half, we have noticed a tremendous interest in making that

0

conversion.

When that interest first became very apparent to me,

I informed the Chief and he then requested from the City Council
a moratorium so that we could study.
1984.

That was back in January of

The City Council at that time did not feel that it was a

necessary problem so they passed it by until November of last
year where I had four applications at one time for conversion of
gas stations to mini-marts.
One particular circumstance brought the problem to
light, I think, to the City Council, that allowed us to get a
moratorium to study the issue.

The particular incident was an

application from an independent oil company to convert to a
mini-mart, sell beer and wine, on a major intersection in our
city where a Chevron and a Mobil gas station were on other
corners.

Fifty feet west of the proposed independent station was

an existing, longtime existing liquor store.

The Chevron,

because of the prior insufficient information apparently, had
already been approved.

So I now have catty-corner to one another

two off-sale establishments.
The Mobil station had made application and withdrew it,
however, they indicated they would be back.

The independent

station now is processing, I saw the possibility of four off-sale
liquor establishments on one intersection within the city of
Torrance.

For some reason, that alerted me.

I guess I'm a bit

suspicious, but I felt that there probably was not a need nor a
convenience need of that extent for the citizens of Torrance.
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With that particular situation the Council did, in fact, place a
moratorium into effect in November of 1985.
I began staff investigation and it was difficult to come
up with hard, factual, substantiated evidence that increasing or
allowing more gas stations to convert and sell beer and wine in
conjunction with alcohol would be a problem.

However, two of

those; I came up with some very recent studies, three of them all
in Southern California, two of which have been cited today, but
one in San Diego and one in Orange County.
Orange County.

I'm sorry, yes,

There's a third that was not cited.

I may as

well go ahead and cite that to ensure that all three of them are
before you.

It is, all three of them are included in my handout

material.
The third study was done by a Dr. Sue Zepeda, who works
for the County of · Orange, California.

However, she did an

alcohol services of L.A. County driving under the influence
survey.

It was a personal study by her where she interviewed DUI

offenders and of particular interest again, when you look at the
other two studies cited whereupon they indicated that there was a
high incidence of immediate consumption in vehicles of alcohol
once purchased at mini mart locations.

This particular study

indicated, or found, of the 50, of the driving under the
influence offenders, 50 percent of them indicated that they had
purchased alcohol at a mini mart or convenience store.

That adds

the other type of store in this particular instance, the
convenience store, in my mind.

Southland would indicate they are

a convenience store and some of their locations do in fact sell
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gasoline.

My definition of a convenience store would be a 7-11,

Stop and Go that does not sell alcohol, I'm sorry, gasoline.

A

mini-mart would be, to me, defined as one that sells gasoline in
conjunction with alcohol.

Okay, so they say SO percent of those

interviewed indicate that they had purchased alcohol at one of
these two locations.

They went on to find that of this SO

percent, 80 percent indicated that they had immediately consumed
the alcohol in the vehicle.

Again, a very high percentage,

immediate consumption following purchase.
We took a look at the City of Torrance to find out what
our existing status was.
existing in the city.

We found that we had 14 mini-marts

We have a total of 84 gas stations in the

city, so that left us, my math here, 14 from 84 gave us something
like 70, if that's accurate, possible conversion sites for the
sale of alcohol.

We then took a look to see where these sites

were located and we found that inevitably, they were on major
arteries and on major intersections, or located at an
intersection, throughout the city.

And comparing that with

existing off sale liquor sales, we found the majority of them are
located along major arteries and on major intersections or at
other intersections.

This caused us quite a bit of alarm given

that we saw a very real potential for concentrated clustering and
certainly with the possibility of adding 70 more gas stations we
had certainly a proliferation of off sale establishments problem
projection anyway.

All of this information was supplied to the

Council along with the studies and some crime statistics, which I
won't bore you with, involving the City of Torrance and the City
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Counc il , i n reviewing s t aff ' s report and considering the possible
law enforcement probl ems that could be generated, possibl e
problems upon the community.

The possible increase in driving

under the influence and traffic fatalities and traffic acciden t s
given the study's high percentage of immediate consumption, the
Council elected to follow our recommendation that we do in fact
ban further conversion of alcohol, conversion of gasoline
stations to t he sale of alcohol.

They did , however, not wish to

grandfather that ordinance, so the 14 existing, in addition to
two that were pending, 16 in total , will be allowed to conti nue
selling alcohol in conjunction with gasoline, in conjunction with
alcohol.
The City of Torrance is an i sland in the South Bay
except for the City of Redondo Beach which, we like to think of
ourself as being a proactive community trying to stop problems
before they materialize and then cause us to react.

It's much

more difficult to get rid of a problem once it's there than it is
to try to foresee it and deal with it before it becomes one.
Redondo Beach beat us to the punch on this one.

In about 1967

they passed an ordinance that said a gas station is a gas station
and a liquor store is a liquor store.

They have none, they have

interpreted their ordinance as saying that in fact, gas stations
are to service vehicles and auto needs and they are not to be
selling alcohol.

So they did, in fact, beat us to the punch in

the South Bay, however, we are the only other city in the South
Bay of 11 cities that I'm aware of that now has that ban on
conversion.

There are other cities now that have done it, taking
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a very close and hard look at it and looking towards the State to
see what might happen here.

Probably, and I certainly don't want

to speak for them, but from some of the cities that I've spoken
to they are in hopes that it will be handled at the State level,
therefore, they won't have to deal with it at the local level.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

While you pause there let me ask you,

and I could've asked some of the other speakers and didn't think
of the question at the time, when you, in your experience with
the immediate consumption, is this, is it equal any time during
the day?

Or is this something that, is this the place you go to

drink in the evening?

Is it particularly just on hot days, you

know is it by whim and therefore dependent on the weather and
things like that?

Or is this a place that after eight o'clock

kids know that's where I can go and drink?
LT. DANE:

My response to that would be evening hours

would seem to me, again I have no hard, factual data to supply to
you, evening hours is the most active for intoxication .••
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
LT. DANE:

Across the board.

••• across the board.

However, as mentioned

earlier by one of the preceding speakers, he, this morning prior
to school, witnessed the purchase of champagne by youths and •••
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

We should have asked him why he was

in the liquor store at that time.
LT. DANE:

••• that early •

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
LT. DANE:

We are getting a sense •••

Oh.

••• we are getting a sense, and when I say

this, I'm saying this in the South Bay community and I'm not
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singling out the City of Torra nce nor do I have any in terest in
singling out any one c ity, tha t t he you t hs are, a nd it 's not a ll
youths, don't ge t me wrong, I ' m say ing there are those few ,
unfortunately, that are i n fact purchasing alcohol i n t he
mornings now to get through the day, I suppose.

We have to

understand that it is the drug of a f fordability.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
LT. DANE:
alcohol.

All ri ght .

It doesn ' t take t hat much to purchase

Anyhow, my answer t o you would be evening hours have

proven to be the mos t active i n t erms of intoxication problems.
And even in your statistical data on traffic fatalities, traffic
accidents, I believe late evening , early morning hours you're
going to find are your most trouble s ome there.
To go now into some law enforcement thoughts to; maybe
since I 'm the only law enforcement officer speaking today, I'll
give you some information that you may not have.

I don't know

what percentage of law enforcement agencies in California have a
specialized vice unit solely responsible for policing on or off
sale liquor establishments.
high percentage.

My guess is that it is not a very

The City of Torrance has three assigned

specialists, vice officers in our city, and the surrounding
cities that I am aware of have none .

We take a very acti ve and

serious ro l e in policing our on and off sale establishments ,
however, one must understand given the numbers t hat we have to
police and the fact that pol icing on sale is much e a sier than
policing off sale.

On s ale you can sit in there as a customer

and watch the goings on .

Off sale, it is a matter of random
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attempts and it's kind of like the lottery, you either get the
spin of the wheel or you do not.

And you just do not have the

personnel to stake out one particular liquor store, unless of
course it has been complained about and we know that in fact it
is a problem.

Then we can do that.

But in an effort to maximize

our enforcement eyes we are, we must hit as many as we can in a
given night, given week, given month, in the year and hope that
we connect if there is a violation going on and believe me, the
sales to minors in off sales establishments is a reality.
be the exception, but it is a fact of life.

It may

It is occurring and

it is something that again, because we don't have the specialists
in law enforcement to be everywhere, to investigate, to be the
eyes for the community, we don't know the extent to which it's
occurring.

The other evening, they may come up dry for two weeks

and not see anything, they got two in one evening with very
little problem.

Friday night was the night to do it.

week it's less likely probably.

During the

Again, Torrance is one of the

few in the South Bay to make that effort.

A lot of them again, a

lot of the people are under the misconception that Alcoholic
Beverage Control are the ones that are out there enforcing.

They

have become an administrative agency given the cutbacks imposed
by Proposition 13 some years ago so their enforcement efforts are
directed at the squeaky wheel, and the squeaky wheel is easy to
identify once you get the complaint, and usually to find a
violation.

It is the nonsqueaky wheel, the one that is out there

doing it and we are certain that is occurring, and we are unable
to enforce and to get their attention to stop the violations of
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sales to minors.

As one of the speakers, I guess the prior

speaker from Southland Corporation, indicated I myself as a young
person shopped to find out where I could buy alcohol.
secret that youth do that.

It's no

Again, maybe a small percentage but

that small percentage are the ones that may be driving the car
and killing other citizens.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
you about Torrance.

Well, that's what I was going to ask

If the word is out that you're there and

you're tougher, isn't it easy just to move right on to the next
city?
LT. DANE:

It is.

From that standpoint the fact that we

have a ban on the transition, the fact that we do take an
aggressive enforcement effort, it would seem in Torrance's best
interest to see the State come in and tell the neighboring cities
that they should in fact do what Torrance is doing, yes.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
LT. DANE:

Right.

From that standpoint it would seem reasonable ·

and if I can take off from what you just asked, I personally, or
my intelligence officer personally, interviews every licensee
that is applying to get an alcoholic beverage license in our
town.

That includes sales of businesses that are existing.

Alcoholic Beverage Control will not issue a license to them until
such time as we give them approval that we have found nothing to
deny their license on, and when I sit with them I try to be tough
on purpose in an effort knowing that I cannot be everywhere and
my officers cannot be everywhere, to put a little fear in them
that we may in fact be everywhere.
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And, by golly, that just

doesn't seem to work and these are the licensees.

These are the

people who've put their money into this business, who own it and
who will suffer dire consequences if they, if their employees, or
themselves make violations.

And the other evening when they got

the two, these were liquor stores by the way, the owners were
almost, it almost required my officers to book them; to arrest
them and book them given the confrontation that these owners were
giving.

And these owners I interviewed myself.

So, my comment

is that we can't be naive to believe that because somebody owns a
license and has a lot to lose for it if there are violations of
law, that in every case that is sufficient to keep them from
violating the law.

It just is not reality.

From the standpoint of gas stations selling alcohol in
conjunction with gasoline, there are some recent studies, there
has been a request by one of the speakers that there needs to be
more.

Certainly there does.

I submit that while those studies

are going on, I think a moratorium is a great idea, I think if
the study's proved in fact that just not a true problem is going
to exist, then I don't see how we have hurt those companies that
wanted to make the transition.

I think what we have to do is to

realize that the people come before profit motive and if we can
understand that, I think we can reason this out a lot better.

I

am a suspicious individual by nature, I guess my profession lends
itself to that.

However, it would seem to me that the more

locations a young person, and I will zero in on young people
because I think those are the ones we need to protect from
themselves, the more locations they have available to booze shop,
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the better the chances are they ' re going to be able to obtain it.
And in one particular young person's comment to me , I haven't
talked to a lot of youth this is just one that stands out in my
mind, a clerk who's busy with the pumps and if it's the right
timing when there's a pretty good crowd in there and they're
trying to write up, keep the ·rnachines going and keep people
gassed, is less likely to be attentive to the age of the
individual corning in.

And there are youth that may look 21, but

it is that youth that you really want to card.
want to identify.
like that.

It's that one you

The young ones you're going to pick 'ern up

They're no problem.

In fact, I was one, you can see

from my hair, that I probably looked older in my youth, I was the
guy they sent down to get the booze.

I was him.

I was only eighteen but I had the appearance.

I looked older,

I had no problem.

I had to shop; once I found the spot I was okay.

And that's what

happens and I just think that we're not reasoning out, or we're
not visualizing that the purchase of alcohol does in fact result
in an increase in driving under the influence.

I just, from the

law enforcement standpoint, I have to believe that.

Again, we

are not everywhere, we are getting; what percentage of those we
are arresting, driving under the influence?
somebody, where does that police car go?
of the field.

When we arrest

Goes to jail, it's out

How many are still .••

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
LT. DANE:

That's right.

••• driving down the street?

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

That's right.
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LT. DANE:
them all.

We are naive to think that we are catching

We are not and I would submit that it would seem

improper, and the City Council of Torrance thought that also,
that we are, again as some of the other speakers indicated, we
are sending the wrong message to young people.

We are sending it

by having, in my opinion, alcohol at gas stations.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
LT. DANE:

Right.

Thank you.

Any other questions?

I've said what I came

to say.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Thank you very much.

We're just

about out of time and we have one more speaker, so I'm going to
have to move on very fast.

Our last speaker is Sharon Rose who

is the Legislative Chairperson for Californians for a Drug Free
Youth.
MS. SHARON ROSE:
sight,

~ight?

Yes, good afternoon.

Being the last speaker.

I'm a welcome

I'm Sharon Rose.

I am a

parent who has been volunteering in the field of teenage alcohol
and drug abuse for the last eight years.

In Davis, I helped

organize the Citizens for Prevention of Alcohol and Drug Abuse,
and we started the It's Okay Not To Drink alcohol awareness
campaign.

At the statewide level, I helped found the

Californians for Drug Free Youth and because of all of this, I
was selected as a Nancy Reagan speaker by the National Federation
of Parents for Drug Free Youth.

So, I've been pretty involved

for the last few years and then Governor Deukmejian appointed me
to the State Advisory Board on Drug Programs.

So, I have been

involved with all of this teenage alcohol and drug issue at the
local level, as well as state and national.
-
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I'm glad I was last, there's not a whole lot left to
say.

I would maybe just say that I don't believe I've ever

talked to a parent that thinks it's a good i dea to have alcohol
in the gas station.

I probably have more questions now, since

everyone has presented everything I had to say.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:
MS. ROSE:

Let me ask you then • . .

Sure.

CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

••. as a parent and someone who's been

involved, you've heard two major industries, Atlantic Richfield
and Southland Corporation, testify and both of them have started
extensive education programs.
direction we ought to go?
a hold of this material?
involved?

Comment on that.

Is that the

And are kids, I mean, are they getting
Are they reading it?

Are they getting

Is that the place for the education?
MS. ROSE:

Well, I think that ' s all great.

think that's a real honorable thing for them to do.
wonderful that they're getting involved in that.

I really, I
I think it's

I just have to

be real sure that these people are giving a clear message to our
kids, and that is no drinking as a minor, period.

And if you're

not careful you get a real responsible use message, just be
careful, be careful when you use, don't drive and this kind of
thing.

And I think that's what we have to be so careful about,

is that our kids; this alcohol in the gas stations is such a
mixed message for our kids.

I can't believe it.

You give them a

drinking driving message in school and send them out to a corner
where they're selling alcohol in the gas stations.

It's crazy.

And I would just like to know when business is going to get in
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step with society's crackdown on the drinking and driving thing.
Also, I just would like to know when common sense will start
outweighing the greed of the businessman.

I would just like to

know when common sense is going to start outweighing that, that
greed for profit.
responsibility.

I think we have to ask ourselves.

We have a

You know, I'd kind of like to read this poem.

It really kind of points out what everybody's just said.

It was

written by a 16 year old and it says:
"We read in the papers, we hear on the air
of killings and stealings and crime everywhere.
We sigh and we say as we notice the trend,
this young generation where will it end?
But can we be sure that it's their fault alone,
that maybe a part of it isn't our own?
Too much money to spend, too much idle time,
too many movies of passion and crime.
Too many books not fit to be read,
too much of evil and what they hear said.
Too many children encouraged to roam,
too many parents who won't stay at home.
Kids don't make the movies, they don't write the books,
that paint a gay picture of gangsters and crooks.
They don't make the liquor, they don't run the bars,
they don't make the laws and don't buy the cars.
They don't make the drugs that addle the brain.
It's all done by older folk greedy for gain.
And in how many cases we find that it's true,
the label delinquent fits older folk too."
I just think we have real responsibility to our kids.
And one of them would be to create an environment in which we, as
adults, can raise responsible young adults.

On behalf of the

Californians for a Drug Free Youth, I would just like to say that
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we support this bill 100 percent.

And we encourage you to do

everything in your power to pass it.

We will write letters, we

have; at our last conference in March, we had a letter writing
campaign for this bill and I'm hoping that will help some of the
lawmakers, some of the legislators, make up their minds about how
they should vote and not pay attention to what they do or don't
get out of the result of their vote.
CHAIRWOMAN DUFFY:

Okay, thank you very much.

We

appreciate it.
That concludes our hearing on the Select Committee on
Alcohol and Related Problems.

Let me just conclude by stating

that, as I mentioned earlier, this will be transcribed and the
members of the committee who couldn't make it will get copies of
the transcript and other legislators that desire to have it.

I

think it's real obvious from what we've heard that there is not a
lot of data available.

Some of that, or most of that, that is

available seems to be old data.

Since we've got a new problem,

something that has only been with us at the most for ten years
but not even recognized as a problem until maybe the last two or
three, I think we, as lawmakers, do need to look at what kind of
environment we do have out there and what types of risks there
are and then the question is what

~ind

of public policy are we

elected to set down for the people of California.

------

There are about four or five bills, probably seven or
eight if you add those that are not supposed to be related to
this subject matter but that are currently spot bills and will be
flushed out, that are moving through the Legislature right now.
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I think it is a very timely issue and one that will have some
negotiation within the next few weeks.

So I think that it's

important that you understand, those of you that are still here,
that your contribution is very, very important.

Because the

beauty of a select committee, and I'm sorry that more of the
members did not attend, is that we're able to hear all the
issues, hear the various facets of a problem without the
intensity of a regular committee hearing where there's going to

8

be a vote taken.

And I think it's, I mean talk about education

of our young people and education of people who are buying
alcohol and of course the bottom line is educating legislators as
to what the problems are out their in our districts.
all of you.

So, I thank

Some of you, I know, have come quite a distance and

I appreciate your coming and lending your expertise to the
education of the Legislature.

And that concludes our hearing.

Thank you.

END OF HEARING
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